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When multicollinearity is severe, the ordinary least

square (OLS) estimate, although the best linear unbiased

estimate (BLUE), is unreliable and imprecise because of

greatly inflated variances. Under these circumstances,

individual coefficients may be statistically insignifi-

cant and even take the wrong signs, even though the over-

all regression measured by B.2 may be highly significant.

Ridge regression was found to be more effective than

OLS in the Monte Carlo experiments in this thesis under a

wide range of regression situations. Four applied ridge

estimators were compared in the Monte Carlo simulations.

The ridge estimators outperformed OLS significantly for

situations with relatively high multicollinearity and

where the smallest true coefficients corresponded to the
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smallest eigenvalues of (X'X).

The Monte Carlo experiments indicated that the Law-

less-Wang ridge estimator tended to be more accurate and

stable than the other ridge estimators, as measured by

observed squared error loss. Performance of the other

ridge estimators compared was more volatile andunreliable.

A serious limitation of the empirical use of biased

linear estimators has been the lack of measures of relia-

bility of these estimates. A technique for estimating

observed squared error loss is proposed in this thesis,

and this technique worked fairly well under certain con-

ditions.

Monte Carlo results indicated that the proposed

method for estimating squared error loss was most accu-

rate for the Lawless-Wang ridge estimator for models with

relatively lower multicollinearity. However, simulation

results indicated that the proposed squared error loss

estimator was not suitable for estimating scuared error

loss for the other ridge estimates (RIDGN, kpKB and KC-RR)

because it is consistently underestimated the loss for

these estimators. This underestimation could be danger-

ously misleading to the researcher depending upon the

analysis of the sample data for measures of reliability,

such as variance, t tests, etc. Results of this thesis

also revealed that when the regression conditions are

'favorable', namely that the ratio of the estimated bias



squared to the total squared error loss is small (less

than 10 percent), the Lawless-Wang ridge coefficient

appeared to be distributed approximately normal. If so,

the t* statistic defined by m&
ma2ixj +

could be used to test hypotheses about the significance

of the ridge coefficient ; It should be emphasized,

however, that the t* statistic should not be used if the

ratio of estimated bias squared to total squared error

loss is more than 10 percent. (When the ratio was more

than 10 percent, the t* statistic departed from the nor-

mal distribution, due to the lack of independence between

c* and the estimated loss, L (ar).)

Results of the simulation also indicated that the

use of the t* statistic is possible in empirical research

by estimating

B2/L2 (1_m)2

[ma2/X + (1-m1)201]

For models with relatively low multicollinearity, the pro-

posed method gave an excellent performance for all the

models with a probability of making the correct decision

of greater than 0.80. However, this probability was only

greater than 0.50 for models with relatively high multi-

collinearity and a2value greater than one.
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SOME SMALL SAMPLE PROPERTIES OBTAINED BY SIMULATION FOR
A SQUARED ERROR LOSS ESTIMATOR FOR RIDGE REGRESSION

WITH APPLICATION TO AN EMPIRICAL ECONOMIC MODEL

I. INTRODUCTION

Economists, unlike physical scientists, don't have

the opportunity to experiment, they instead obtain data by

observing processes which cannot be repeated or controlled

most of the time. As a result, when the data have undesir-

able properties, economists have no chance of designing

experiments to remedy the problem. One common problem in

economic data is the correlation of explanatory variables.

Intercorrelation among explanatory variables in economic

data is unavoidable since economic variables tend to move

in the same direction over time and due to the use of

aggregate data over time or over some geographical loca-

tion (cities and counties). Consequently, at least some

intercorrelation among economic variables is expected due

to the nature of the economic data.

Multicollinearity

Multicollinearity is a sample or data problem in

which one cannot single out or separate the effect of two

or more explanatory variables in the model, because they

tend to move together in sample data. It is the degree

of interdependency between two or more theoretically

exogeneous variables. Because of the nature of economic
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models which measure the relationships among variables,

multicollinearity is usually then an unavoidable pro-

blem. Some degree of collinearity is expected to appear

in the estimation of most economic relationships.

Definitions

Farrar and Glauber (1967) defined multicollinearity

as "a departure from orthogonality in an independent

variable set." It is perhaps very important to separate

two factors:

1. The nature of the problem: the lack of in-

dependence among explanatory variables in the regression

model.

2. The effect and degree of multicollinearity. It

is important for the researcher to find to what degree

and in what locations variables in the model are affected

by multicollinearity.

Sources of multicollinearit

There are many sources of multicollinearity discuss-

ed in the literature. Perhaps the best known sources are:

1. Data aggregation and averaging

2. Model specifications

3. Sampling procedures and techniques

4. Physical and non-physical limitations on the

model
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Data aggregation. Due to the bulkiness of the infor-

mation and the difficulty and sometimes impossibility of

handling each individual factor of information separately,

economists and researchers very often depend in their

analyses on aggregated data based on available sources,

such as agricultural and/or commercial censuses.

Aggregation will often result in loss of information and

will create dependency among explanatory factors and

hence multicollinearity.

Model specifications. A problem usually associated

with overdefined models in cases where there are nearly

as many variables as there are observations. A serious

multicollinearity problem is more likely to occur in

such researches, such as medical and industrial research.

Sampling techniques. When a sample is taken over

only a subset of the experimental space, a loss of infor-

mation will result and a problem of multicollinearity may

occur.

Physical limitations on the model. Some limitations

on the data, such as the presence of fixed proportionality

or simply that some information is not available to the

researcher.

It is very important to recognize the different

sources of multicollinearity and its effect in order to

take some corrective steps to partially remove its effect.

When estimating the parameters of a linear model in
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the form:

y = X + u where;

y is (n x 1) vector of dependent variables; X is the

(n x p) matrix of theoretically independent explanatory

variables, is a (p x 1) vector of coefficients, and

u is (n x 1) vector of error terms where un(0,a2I)

The OLS estimate of is given by

= (X'X)X'y and

var-coy () =

As far as the problem of multicollinearity is concerned,

one can easily recognize two extreme cases:

1. An orthogonal case where there is no multi-

collinearity and the correlation matrix has one's in all

the diagonal elements and zeros in all off diagonal

elements; i.e.,

10. iPi
r. -
1J

1 = J.

2. Perfect multicollinearity is the most drastic

case where explanatory variables are perfectly dependent

on each other and the determinant of (X'X) is zero;

hence, the inverse of (X'X) doesn't exist. The OLS

estimate of are not possible to obtain in this case,

and the variance-covariance matrix of tends to at

the limit.

Between these two extreme cases there exist degrees

of multicollinearity. Only when the degree of multi-
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cellinearity causes estimation and interpretation problems

does it become of some concern to the researcher.

Detection of multicollinearity

1. In a simple two-variable model the detection of

multicollinearity is an easy task. A simple correlation

coefficient r1 = 0 indicates no multicollinearity,

= + 1 indicates perfect collinearity, and _l<r<l.O

measures the degree of association between variables i

and j in the model. This simple interpretation is not

possible, however, when more than two variables are in

the model.

2. Another method widely practiced in research is

to regress y on all X (explanatory variables) to obtain

R and then to regress y on all X except and obtain

R will be very close to R when multicollinearity is

severe. This method has been criticized on the ground

that it will reflect the importance of X as a predictor

but not that X. is collinear with other variables in the
3

model.

3. Suppose as before: y = X + u is the general

linear model = (X'X)X'y and var....cov. () = a2(X'X).

Following Glauber and Farrar (1967):



(X'X) is the correlation matrix

[r11 r12 .
.

r(X'X) = R r1
22 2p

rr . .

p1 p2 pp

and

p
x.x.

i=1 J

r. where x. = (X.-X.).
1J 1 1 1

((Ex) (x))

The variance inflation factor (VIF) of the diagonal ele-

ments of the inverted correlation matrix (X'X) is a good

measure of the degree and location of multicollinearity,

Glauber and Farrar (1967)

Let

ii I (X'X)
C where (XX).. denotes the

11

correlation matrix excluding the ith variable and (X'X) is

the whole correlation matrix. This ratio lies between 1

and , i.e.,

lCco
C'1 = unity indicates that X is orthogonal to the other

explanatory variables.

On the other hand, if C" tends to , (X'X) is sing-
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ular and there is perfect muiticollinearity, and at

least one explanatory variables in the variable set is

a linear combination of the other (p-i) explanatory

variables.

However, VIF. = 10, for example, indicates that the

variance associated with the jth variable in (X'X) is

ten times larger than its value would be if X were

orthogonal to the other (p-i) explanatory variables.

Thisted Method

Thisted (1976,1978) and Thisted and Morris (1979)

suggested that the information content of the data may

be different for different purposes. They pointed out

the inadequacy of (VIF) measure of multicollinearity and

introduced indexes based on MSE and predictive mean

squared error (PMSE) where;

PMSE (') = ( )' (X'x) (

These indexes are calculated for overall model estimation

(Mci) and for model predictability Pmci.

p
Mci=E n

i=i
A.
1

p
Pmci=E n

i=1x.

1

and Pmci is given by

where A is the smallest
n

eigenvalue of (X'X).



Values of Mci and Pmci close to one indicate a high

multicollinearity problem, and values greater than two

indicate relatively low multilinearity.

Thisted and Morris claimed some advantages for the

Thisted multicollinearity indexes over other methods.

However, these advantages are not very clear: For example,

they claim that the indexes show that the effect of

multicollinearity is worse for estimation than for

prediction. However, this same result can also easily

by shown by the following:

V(y) V(X) = trE[(X-EX)(X-EX)']

= trE{[X(-)] [X(-) 1' }

= trE{[X(-) (-)X'}}

= tr{X[E(-) (-) ']X'} since X is fixed

= tr{X(a2(x'X)1X'} = 2tr{[X(X'X)X']}

= ci2tr[(X'X)X'X] = a2tr(Ip)

= pc2.

Consequences of multicollinearity

The most serious consequences of multicollinearity

can by summarized as follows:

1. Fall in the precision of the estimates.

2. OLS will result in very sensitive and unstable

estimates.

3. OLS will result in estimates that are very

sensitive to alternative model specifications.
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I will try to elaborate on each point of the consequences

of multicoll.inearity.

1. Fall in the precision of the OLS estimates:

Due to the lack of independence among some or all ex-

planatory variables the separation of individual effect

will be difficult and the precision of OLS estimates will

fall. The following example could be used to illustrate

this point:
Ii r

Let (X'X) = R = I

[r12 i
j

2 121
and Var-Coy () = 2(X'X) =

l-r2 L12
1

j

From (l.l)one can see how r12 will affect the variance of

Also high intercorrelation will result in deleting

important variables based on t and F statistics.

2. Due to multicollinearity OLS estimates are very

sensitive to changes in data. An inclusion of more data

(more information) might have the effect of decreasing

the variance and changing the magnitude of the coeffic-

ients.

3. Estimates obtained by OLS when multicollinearity

is present are very sensitive to model specification. The

addition of another variable to the model specification

will usually increase the variance, as would be expected
A

2from V(3) = a tr(X'X)t \T() will always increase as

the specification of the model is expanded to include
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another explanatory variable, although by dnly if the

added variable is uncOrrelated with the original set of

explanatory variables.

Suggested solutions to multicollinearity

As pointed out by Sass, (1979), there is no complete

remedy to the multicollinearity problem but there are some

widely recommended solutions to be discussed in this

section:

1. Data disaggregation

2. Use of prior information (including Theil-

Goldberger)

3. Biased linear estimators

a. Variable deletion

b. Use of principal components

c. Use of ridge regressions

Data disaggregation: the solution to multicollinear-

ity is highly dependent on the sources of multicollinearity

and the nature of data used. As indicated by Brown and

Nawas (1973), when multicollinearity is caused by data

aggregation they found that data disaggregation tends to

greatly alleviate the problem of multicollinearity. Of

course this solution might not be possible under most

situations, but when possible it results in more stable

OLS estimates.

Use of prior information: use of prior information
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is also a common practice for breaking the pattern of

multicollinearity. It is limited "only" by the avail-

ability of this prior information, which is supposed to

be unbiased. Prior information about some coefficients

in a regression model might be obtained from similar

studies and from theoretical and practical considerations.

For example the model:

y = + 2x2 + + e

could be estimated even though X2 and X3 were highly

correlated if the researcher had some information about

the value of For example, he/she could fit the

model (y-3X3) + + to estimate '13 and

2
Depending on how accurate the information is about

the estimates obtained by this method may be biased

and perhaps should be included in the class of biased

estimators, even though they are not usually considered

to be biased.

Smith and Campbell (1980) argued that if prior

beliefs or informations are available, then they ought to

be incorporated directly into the estimation procedure

and that this incorporation should be done 'accurately

and efficiently.' Others, Thisted (1979), Thisted and

Morris (1979) made the point that one's beliefs are not

always easily and correctly reduced to prior distrubutions

and hence, the investigator does better to incorporate

imprecise information approximately through the use of
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other methods, such as ridge regression which serve as

a good approximation, rather than to insist rigidly on

formulating a prior distribution with imprecise infor-

mation.

Theil-Goldberger mixed model

One specific method of incorporating prior infor-

mation into a regression model is the method introduced

by Theil and Goldberger (1964) which could be summarized

as follows:

Assume the general linear regression model

y = X + u where y is (n x 1) vector of dependent variable,

X is the (n x p) matrix of explanatory variables, is the

(p x 1) vector of coefficients and u is the (n x 1) vector
A

of disturbances, OLS estimate = (XTX) X'y and var-
A

coy () = (X'X) . Assume also that prior information

about the coefficients are available in the form:

= R + v where;

is a (k x 1) vector of estimates for R, R is a (k x r)

matrix of known fixed elements determining which elements

have prior information and how this information is

weighted, is the (r x 1) vector of fixed unknown para-

meters and v is the (k x 1) vector of error term for the

prior information. It is also assumed that v and u are

independent and that E(v) = 0 and E(vv') =

The general model with prior information becomes:



y X U
= where

[J [RJ Lvi

E
[2

I Qi

=oandELj (uv)=

LV
o

J L

, the generalized least square (GLS) estimators

becomes: r

a21 o
-1

= (X'R') I I
(X'R')

0 RI: 0

- U

when e = ' is reduced to

= (Ox'x + R'R)(OX'y RT)
and the variance - covariance () is

var-coy () = (OX'X + R'1R)1.

13

1

0 y

-I

(1.2)

The application of the mixed estimation method to incor-

porate quantitative prior information is not without its

limitations, one of which is the prerequisite that the

sample and prior information be compatible, for which

Theil (1972) suggested the x2 test for the following

hypothesis: H0: The two sources of informations are

compatible vs., Ha: The two sources of information are

not compatible.

Another limitation of the Theil-Goldberger mixed

model is the assumption that the prior information vector

is unbiased.

Johnston (1972) pointed out that there are some

limitations to the use of the model(1.2)because of the
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effect of the prior information on obtaining sample in-

formation and on the reliability of this information.

(2) As can be seen in (1.2), the expression for contains

the unknown parameters a2 which has to be estimated from

the sample information, which together with the dominancy

of the prior information might undermine the whole purpose

of regression analysis in some cases. It is important to

point out that the use of prior information is not limited

to information in an equality form, an inequality form

of prior information also could be incorporated. A dif-

ferent procedure has to be used for inequality constraints

Judge and Takayama (1966).

Biased linear estimators: in multiple linear re-

gression, ordinary least square estimates (OLS) are best

linear unbiased estimators (BLUE). Although these proper-

ties enjoyed by OLS are theoretically satisfying, in prac-

tice they may have inflated variances caused by the problem

of multicollinearity.

A number of alternatives to ordinary least squares

have been introduced and recommended. They are estimates

that are biased, but may be desirable on other counts.

These estimates are included in a class of biased

estimators which may include any estimators that yield

a biased estimate. Only a subgroup of this class will
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be discussed in this section.

a. Variable Deletion:

Deletion of variable is a common practice among re-

searchers and results from the effect of multicollinearity

when no other satisfactory solution appears to exist.

It is very important to recognize that when deleting a

relevant variable from the specification of a model a

"specification bias" is incurred (Johnston (1972). The

following discussion is offered for the inclusion of

variable deletion in the class of biased estimators.

Suppose the true multiple regression model is

y=X+Zct+e (1.3)

where y is the (n x 1) dependent variable vector, X and

Z are matrices of independent variables of (n x p-r) and

(n x r) dimensions, and c' are two vectors of coeff-

icients of (p-r x 1) and (r x 1) dimensions, respectively,

and e is the (n x 1) vector of random numbers, e-N(O,l),

etc.

Suppose, instead of fitting the general true model

in (1) the researcher fits by OLS
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y = X + e
I.'

implies = (X'X) X'y
A

= (X'X) X'(X + Zct + e)

E() = E{(X'X) 1X'X + (X'X)1X Za + (X'X)X'e}

+ (X'X)X'Z E(c) + 0 since E(e) = 0 implies
A

= (X'X) X'Za. Note that the expression (X'X) X'Z

defines the OLS estimators that results from regressing Z

on X. Then,
A A A

= Fc where r = (X'X) X'Z.

This bias could be large depending on the correlation

between the omitted variables and the retained ones and

depends on the (coefficients)a. From this exposition, a

serious "specification bias" could be incurred when a

relevant explanatory variable is omitted from the model.

b. Principal component regression:

The occurrence of small eigenvalues of (X'X) is a

warning of the presence of multicollinearity. It is

clear that if there are (S) zero eigenvalues, the number

of input variables can be reduced by (S), but if the small

eigenvalues are near zero the situation is not so clear.

Near zero eigenvalues may represent near actual linear

dependencies and the departure from zero may be due to

measurement and computational errors.

Principal components analysis, like other biased

linear estimation, is suitable for coping with some

problems of multicollinearity and has been introduced
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as a suitable technique to partially cope with the

problem of multicollinearity in the data. Principal

components regression is like variable deletion, but it

involves deleting components rather than deleting the

whole variable. Consider an orthogonal transformation

of the general model y = X3 + u such that

Q'X'XQ = A and Q'Q = I = QQ'

where A denotes the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues (A)

and Q denotes the orthogonal matrix of eigenvectors.

Letting Z = XQ and = Qa the linear model becomes
A

y = Za + e where a the (OLS)

estimate of a is obtained from the equation

Aa = Z'y which could be translated to the original

parameters as
A A

= Qa.

Now, if there are S zero eigenvalues it follows that the

corresponding columns of Z are zero and these variables

drop out of the orthogonal model and the linear equation

becomes of dimension g = p-s. Following Hocking (1970)

these equations could be written in partitioned forms as:

= (Qg: Q5)

a' = (a': a') and
g 5

A = Diag (Agt A) then

Agag = %X'Y and irterms of the untransformed parameters:

= Q'a
g gg



w
The techniques of 'principal components' regression

are based on this analysis. That is, if X is actually of

rank p, but s of the eigenvalues are judged to be "suffi-

ciently small" they are then set equal to zero and the

true parameter is estimated by + as shown by Hocking

(1970)

It is interesting to compare Principal Component Re-

gression with Ridge Regression and other biased linear

estimators. Hocking also showed that the above problem

could be formulated as the solution to the problem:

Minimize F(X) = (-) 'X'X(4)

subject to = 0 which enables us to write

which is similar but different from Ridge Estimator

-I,'= (X'X + kI) . To illustrate for the case p = 2 and

g = p-s = 1:

1 r12

X'x = , the eigenvalues are computed as

1

= 1 + r12 and A2 = l-r12 and the eigenvectors are

given by

1 1 ij-

. _lj.
If r12 is close to one and hence

A2 is close to zero the problem becomes

Mm (-) 'X'X(-)
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subject to
2
which yields

= (I-Q5Q), Hocking (1970)

Note that when all the components are to be retained the

Principal component estimate has the same total variance

as the OLS estimate. Thus, Principal component Regression

is essentially a technique to choose a subset of orthogon-

alized input variables to include in the regression ana-

lysis. It is clear that reducing the number of principal

components could result in a more stable estimate than

OLS which can be seen by noticing that the total variation

in the standardized explanatory variables is =il 1

= p, which is the trace of the correlation matrix (X'X).

But tr A is also p for the orthogonal model for principal

components:

tr(X'X) = tr(X'XI). Since QQ' = I and Q is an ortho-

gonal (p x p) matrix.

tr(X'X) = tr(X'XQQ') by substitution

= tr(Q'X'XQ) since tr(AB) = tr(BA) . Since

Q'X' = Z' and XQ = Z, by substitution

tr(X'X) = tr(Z'Z)

P2
.L Z.
i=l 1

p
X since Z'Z = A = diag (X.1..X

i=li P

= p number of explanatory variables.

For the case where some X. are near zero but not
1



zero, a smaller number of will usually account for most

of the variation in the explanatory variables and, equiva-

lently, the corresponding smaller number of component Z

will usually also account for most of the variation in the

explanatory variables.

There are many principal component estimators in the

literature, each differentiated by the method used to

select principal components:

1. Delete component corresponding to the smallest

eigenvalues.

2. Test the significance of each component coeffici-

ent c by t or F test to determine whether the correspond-

ing component should be deleted.

3. Operational mean-square error related criterion

for deleting principal components introduced by Sass (1979).

Based upon the results of this thesis, another squared-

error related criterion would be to estimate the true

squared coefficient by the unbiased estimator,

0. = (ce? - G2/X.) where 0. . 0.

Then the decision criterion could be to delete compon-

ents if Var (c)
O

and use for computing the es-

timated loss L1(â) . This criterion is similar in princi-

ple to that employed by Sass where the criterion was to

delete the component Z if Var (&.) .- C2 = ( X.&)/p.
1 i=l

1 1
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c. Ridge Regression:

The concept of ridge regression as described by

Hoerl and Kennard (1970a, 1970b) was motivated by the

fact that models with "ill-conditioned" correlation

matrices can 1eadto.asesdntes with very high variance

and far removed from the true parameters. To see this

assume the general linear model

y = X + U

where y denotes the (n x 1) dependent variable vector,

X denotes the (n x p) matrix of fixed explanatory vari-

ables,

denotes the (p x 1) vector of parameters and u is the

(n x 1) vector of disturbances with the assumed pro-

perties that E(u) = 0, and E(uu') = a2I. Let (X'x)

denote the correlation matrix of the explanatory vari-

ables. *, the standardized ridge regression estimates

of the coefficient is

= (X'X + kI)1X'y

= (X'X + kI)X(X + u)

= (X'X + kI)X'X' + (X'X kI)1X'u

which implies E(*) = (X'X + kI) since E(u) = 0

=

where C = (X'X + kI)1x'x. Note that is also the

-solution to the problem.

Min(*_) 'X'X(*_)
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subject to'<d2, which depends on the value of k in the

model, as shown by Hocking (1970). The variance-covar-

iance of is var-coy (*) = a2(X'X + ki)X'X(X'X+kI5.

Marquardt (1970) showed that for OLS the mean squared

2
error is E(L1) = a E l/X. in terms of the orthogonal

i=l 1

2
model and var(L1) = 2a'4E If one or more of the X.

1=1
1 1

are very small it is clear that ctj although unbiased, may

be far removed from the true parameter c. The ridge

regression techniques have generated considerable inter-

est since being introduced into the literature of statis-

tics by Hoerl and Kennard (l970a).

Much of the discussion of ridge regression centers

around the choice of the constant term k.

Kennard (l970a) established the general n

existence of a constant k which yields an

smaller mean square error (MSE), and they

inspection of the "ridge trace" as a means

k.

Hoerl and

Dtion of the

estimator with

recommended the

for estimating

Other authors have recommended alternative schemes

for estimating k based on the data, some of which will be

discussed in the following.

Hoerl, Baldwin and Kennard (kHBK) Ridge Estimator

Hoerl, Baldwin and Kennard (HKB), in 1975 proposed

a technique for choosing k which will be referred to as
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kHBK. As before, assume a general linear model y = X + u1

which could be orthogonally transformed into y = Za + u

where Z = XQ and = Q', as discussed earlier. HEK

show that minimum MSE corresponds to an optimal value of

k = p a2/1 where p is the number of parameters in the

model (rank of (X'X)), is the (p x 1) vector of

true coefficients, and a2 is the true variance. Since

a2 and are unknown to the researcher, HKB recommended

that k be estimated using

kHBK=

A A

where a2 is the OLS estimate of the variance and is

the (p x 1) vector of OLS estimates.

Lawless and Wang (kLw) Ridge Estimator

Lawless and Wang (1976) introduced another criterion

for choosing the biasing coefficient k which will be re-

ferred to as kLW. kLW is different from kHBK by the

fact that the coefficients are weighted according to the

eigenvalues of (X'X). The optimal value of k is

2

k
pa

, which can be estimated from the

c.
1

i=1

sample data by

k
pa

LW
P A2

X.c.11
i=1
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where Xi denotes the ith eigenvalue, is the OLS est-

imate of the variance, and is the OLS estimate of the

ith coefficient, a..

A simulation study by Lawless and Wang (1976)

showed that the ridge estimate based upon kLw usually

averaged lower squared error than the ridge estimate

based upon kHKB.

Dempster, Shatzoff and Wermuth (kDSW) Ridge Regression

Dempster, Shatzoff and Wermuth (1977), motivated by

a Baysian interpretation of ridge, introduced another

method for the choice of k, called ridgm, which will be

referred to as kDSW.

kDSW is chosen such that I -

"2
kDSW=

"2
EX.ct. - pa11

where a. is the OLS estimate, of a., a' is the OLS est-

imate. of a2 X is the ith eigenvalue of (X'X). This

specific choice of k yields an estimator with MSE very

similar to kLW.

Lawless (1978) concluded that there is actually very

little gain over kLW by using kDSW.

Generalized Ridge Regression

Consider the standard general regression model
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y = X3 + U

where X is the (n x p) matrix of explanatory variables,

y is the (n x 1) dependent variable vector, is a

(p x 1) vector of coefficient to be estimated, and u is

the (n x 1) vector of disturbances where E(u) = 0 and

E(uu') = The ridge regression estimate of (*).

for a fixed k is given by
A

(X'X + kI) X'y, which is the form discussed in

earlier sections.

The generalized ridge estimator of is given by

= ('( + K)1 where K is a diagonal matrix with non-

negative diagonal elements (k1, The (i=l,

2,.. .p) need not be equal.

Choice of k.
1

Optimal value for the for the generalized ridge

regression are those k's which minimize MSE (*), which

also minimize MSE (ct*) which expressed as

= E( ) I(* )
= E(a* a)' (a* a),

Since

a)' (a* a) = E(Q'* Q) I (QI* Qt)

= - ) I' [Q' (* ) I

= E[(* ) IQQI (*
A A

= E(* - )t(*
) since QQ' = I = Q'Q.

Since the Z. explanatory variables are orthogonal, we can

look at each one separately without loss of generality (wiog).
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= E[(a .)'(ct a.)
1 1 1 1 1

= - 2a* 2
a + a.]

1 i 1
2"2

= E[m.a. - 2m a
2]

11 iii i

A
where mj = which implies that

X. + k.

= m(a? +a2/X.) 2ma + a. Therefore,

= 2m(a + a2/X.) - 2a = 0, which implies that

m.
1

2 2 2/X ). But substitutingm = a./(a. + aoptimal 1 1

= m and rearranging terms gives

A. + k.
1 1

2 2 2 2 2
(A. + kja. = A (a + a /X ) = (A a + a

1 1 1 i i i ii
or (A. + k.) = (A.ct? + a2)/a? = A.

which implies that optimal k = a2/a(i=l,2,..p).

Since a2 and are generally unknown, the need to

be estimated. Different estimation procedures using

iteration techniques are suggested by RBK (1975) and by

Hemmerie (1975).

The loss function

One method of judging the accuracy of the estimates

in regression analysis is the loss function, defined as

the squared difference between the estimate and its true

value,
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2 p 2
= E (. , where . is the coefficient est-

i=l 1 1 1

imate and is the true parameter. Ideally, the re-

searcher's objective is to minimize the loss function,

L, for each sample which can be done if one knows the

contribution of each estimated coefficient to the loss

function. With a relatively unstable OLS estimate,

the toss function might be minimized by setting = 0,

i.e., by deleting the corresponding explanatory variable,

X1. The loss function is then equal to 3. On the other

hand, when ( there would be a net gain by

not deleting X1. In an applied regression analysis,

the true coefficients, j'S are usually unknown which

makes the estimation of the loss function not a straight-

forward procedure.

Estimation of the loss function

for biased linear estimators

Unfortunately, the true loss function as described

above is of no help in applied situations where the true

regression parameters are unknown and the only information

that is available is sample information. Practical use

of the loss function is only possible by estimation.

Following Sass, (1979) , one could simplify the earlier

expression for the loss function by estimating its two

components the variance and the square of the bias
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EN-)'(-$)) = E[(-E)'(-E$)) +E[(E-)'(E-)]

Note that in the case of unbiased estimators the above

expression is simplified to only one component, the

variance. In contrast, estimation of the squared error,

L, is more difficult in the case of biased estimators

due to the bias squared component which depends on the

true coefficients, , which are in practice unknown.

Brown (1978) and Sass (1979) suggested a procedure for

estimating the loss function for ridge estimators and

some other biased linear estimators.

Recall that from the orthogonal general regression

model y = Za u, the ridge regression estimate of a

is given by

= (Z'Z + kI) Z'y and that its mean square error,

MSE (a*), is given by
-" 2 -2

MSE(ct = a E X (X. + k) + k'1 a. (A. + k)
i=l

1 i=11 1

To simplify the above expression further, recall that
1

= (Z'Z kI)Z'y

= (Z'Z+kI)1(Z'Z)(Z'Z)1Z'y
1

= Ma where M = (Z'Z + kI) Z'Z and

a = (Z'Z) 1Z'y and an individual ridge coefficient

could be expressed as a function of the OLS estimate, i.e.:

= m.ci. where;
1 11

+ k) since the diagonal elements of

(Z'z + kI) and (Z'Z) are (A. + k)1 and A1 respectively.
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A

Hence, the MSE (a*) could be expressed as

A A
2MSE (a*) = E(a a.)

i=l i 1

A
2= E(m.a. a.)ii 1

i=l

2"2
A

2= E(m.ct. - 2m.a.a. + a.)11 111 1
i=l

p 2 2 2 -1 2 2
= (m(a +GA ) 2ma +a)

i=l 1 i ± ii ±

A2 2 2
A

2
since E(a.) = a. + /X. and E(a.a.) = a.

1 1 1 11 1

p 2 2 -1 2 2
- 2m.a? +=

[ m.X. + m.a.11 11 11 1
i:=1

p 22 -1 22= [m.a X. + (1 m.) a.].
1 1 1 1

i=1

which reduces to G2/X. for OLS since when k = 0,

m. = 1.
1

As indicated earlier the variance portion of
A

MSE(a*) could be estimated using the sample information

only however, the bias square component depends on the

unknown true parameter a.. In this section an estimation

procedure for estimating the true coefficient a1 will

be introduced.



Proposed method for estimating

the loss function

Simulation results by Brown (1978) and Sass (1979)

showed that using C2 = 1/pXa in the expression for

estimating the loss function performed well in the es-

periments. However, the design of the Monte Carlo

experiments was similar to that employed by Hoerl,

Kennard, and Baldwin and by Lawless and Wang where the

true were essentially selected randomly and the var-

iances of the true a were all nearly equal. Although

the results of such simulations might indicate how such

an estimate of squared error might perform across many

different empirical situations, it can be argued that

researchers usually have only one particular empirical

situation and model. Consequently, they need a reliable

estimate of squared error, L, for their particular

situation. As a result, there has been a recent trend

toward simulations with various fixed vectors of a.
1

values, some favorable for ridge regression and some

unfavorable, e.g., Lawless (1978).

Because of

simulations with

estimating in

30

the preceding considerations, the earlier

random using = l/pAc for

computing bias squared, have to be

discounted somewhat. These considerations have motivat-

ed the search for an estimate of a for computing bias

squared that would be more reliable for detecting those
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particular situations unfavorable for ridge regression,

namely, where the a. value(s) associated with the

smallest eigenvalue(s) is(are) considerably larger than

the other a. values.
1

Recall that for the general regression model,

y = Xj3 + u, the OLS estimate of is , given by

= (X'X)X'y. Substituting X + u for y,

" 1

= (X'X)X' (X + u)

(X'X)X'X + (X'X)X'u

= + (XX)1X'u, which implies that
1%

= ( + (X'X) X'u)'(3 + (X'X) X'u)

= (' + u'X(X'X)) ( + (X'X)X'u)

E(') = + '(X'X) 1X'u + u'X(X'X) +

u'X(X'X) (X'X) X'u

= + E(uX(X'X) 1(X'X) 1X'u) by taking the

transpose and since X is assumed to be fixed and

E(u.) = 0

= + E(u'u(X'X) (X'X) (X'X))

= + 2tr(X'X) implies that

2 1
= E(f3')-a tr(X'X) is an unbiased estimate of

I'

(3'), to be used instead of C to estimate the loss

function. Recall that using the same derivation one

could derive an unbiased estimate for the true coeffici-

ents square (a'a) as:

2 -1
a a = E(a a)-G A where A is the (p x p) matrix

of eigenvalues and for the individual coefficient a is
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c = (E(c)-2/X).

The mean square error expression could be estimated by

substituting = (ct - cY2/A) restricting O.>O in

place of C2 to become:
p 22-1 2"MSE(ct) = [m. X. + (1-mj 0.].

1
i=1

1 1 1 1
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II. THE MONTE CARLO EXPERIMENTS

Description:

The Monte Carlo Experiments were based on the three

explanatory variable models used by Lawless (1978).

Throughout this simulation the standard multiple linear

regression model

y = X + u where

y is a (n x 1) vector, a dependent variable, X is a

known (n x p) matrix of explanatory variables of rank p,

is a (p x 1) known vector of coefficients, u is the

(n x 1) vector of disturbances, and u is normally dist-

ributed with mean 0 and variance-covariance matrix

2I. The simulation assumes that X is standardized

so that (X'X) is a correlation matrix.

To show clearly the effects of multicollinearity

the model y = X + u is transformed into the canonical

form where there exists an orthogonal (p x p) matrix,

Q, such that

Q'X'XQ A where A = diag(X1, X2,..., X) contains

the eigenvalues of (X'X), let Z = XQ and

a = Q!ç3' Then the general linear regression model

can be written as:

y = Za + u.

The OLS estimate of is 3 (X'X)X'y,but for y = Zd + u,

(Z'Z) = A and the OLS estimator of a is
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a = AZ'y = Q'. It is well known that is

distributed multivariate normal with mean and variance-

covariance matrix a2(X'X).
A

It follows that a is also distributed multivariate

normal with mean a and variance-covariance matrix

a2A An indication of some degree of multicollinearity

is when one or more X. is close to zero. The effect of

small A. on a. is clear since var(a.) = a2/X. since

a-, .., a are independent.

Hoerl and Kennard (1970) showed that the effect of

small X on is not obvious, depending on the orthogonal

matrix Q, but what is clear is that when some X are

small, quantities such as E[3-B) '(-)] E[(&-a) '(&-a)]

will be large.

In this simulation the MSE, the most often used

measure taken in scaled form is to be used to judge the

performance of the ridge biased estimators

M1() =
2 * ' *

= 1/a E(a-a) (a-a) as shown in the preceding

chapter

2
= 1/a

i=l

A P
Since M1() = I 1/A., when one or more A. are small

i 1
i=1

Ml(13.) will be large.
- 22 2"

Also, M1(a*)= 1/a I (m.a /A + (l_m) 0.)
i=1
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where Ml (a) is the estimate (based on sample information)

m , and e. = (a? -a2/X.)>O is an estimate

X. + k
1

2
of a..

1

For the OLS and kLW ridge estimator, a measure somewhat

analagous to the coefficient of variation (C/V) will be

computed and defined in a later chapter.

Estimators to be studied in this simulation

To cope with the problem of multicollinearity, the

ridge class of biased linear estimators have been

suggested by many authors; e.g., Hocking et al. (1976),

Dempster et al. (1977), Lawless (1978) and others, as

discussed in the preceding chapter. The following ridge

estimators are considered here:

kLW ordinary ridge estimator with k value computed by

"2
kLW = p / X.a. and

i=l
1

KHKB ordinary ridge estimator with k computed by

A2 2
kHKB = pa /Za1.

Estimators kLW and kHKB have been suggested by Hoerl,

Kennard and Baldwin (1975) and by Lawless and Wang (1976),

and these ridge estimators showed good properties

in several simulation models.

RIDGN is an estimator simlar to KGRR (below) based on

the idea of using a shrunken value of a by precomputing
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b(X) , estimating for each Forcing

through the origin showed some advantages over in

terms of estimating Ml.

KGR.R: a generalized ridge estimator where

This estimator is suggested by the

fact that k is the value of k which minimize

MSZ(a) and are known as discussed in a revious

chapter.

ROP: a theoretical estimator, unusable in practice, since it is

based on the asstption of known and and choosing

value of k that minimizes Ml() for all z.

OLS: finally, the ordinary least squares estimator will be

presented for comparison purposes.

Models considered: following Lawless (1973) the following

3-explanatory variables are to be used in the simulations.

These models give a wide range of signal-to-noise ratios

and simulate realistic regression problems. These models

were constructed with two sets of A values:

a. .01 12 1.00 13 1.99

b. .10 12 1.00 13 1.90

Eight vectors: Seven of the eight vectors were

suggested by Lawless (1979), and the eighth vector was

added to this simulation as a more extreme case. These
3

vectors are all constructed so that 300:
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i=(b0 10 10 ) ,c*2=(15 /37.5 /37.5) ,a3(137.5 15 /37.5)

(v'37. 5 /37.5 15 ) ,c5= (12 12 /T) (12 /TY12 ),

a7=(/1212 .12 ) and

There were a total of 16 X, a combinations. For

each X,a value, 5 different a2 values were used. These

were a2 = 4,2,1,0.5, and 0.25.

With p = 3, a fairly wide range of values for

3

E c?/a2 are realized, and
8
give models with

i=1

different sizes of c corresponding to the smallest

eigenvalue X.

Based on samples of size 1000, the following are

summary of the statistics collected.

For OLS:
A

a. M1(c)
A

b. M1(ct)

c. coefficient of loss variation C*/V, to be

defined in chapter III.

For kLW:
A

a. Ml(ct*)

A

b. Ml(ci*)

c. coefficient of loss variation, Ct/V.

For kHKB, RIDGN)and KGRR:

a, Ml(a*)
A

b. M1(c*)



Also for the distribution of c by kLw the follow-

ing intervals are computed:

a. frequencies of a1 falling beyond-3, i.e.,

A 22 .5 A
where q [m1a /X1 + (l-m1)21] , where =

= (c-V(a1))>0.

b. frequencies of-3<a1<-2$

c.

ti II

d. " c1<.

e. U
-.5?<ct,<.5

g. II
A A

H

h. " -2<a1<3

I. "

This information will be used to test hypotheses about

the distribution of a.

For each 1000 experiments for each model with a

given a2, x, and a values, a is first generated via

i=l, 2,...,p. Estimates are then

generated for , Ml(&) and Ml(). The indicated

statistics are collected, summed, and averaged over the

1000 experiments.

The uniform pseudo random numbers were generated

via the multiplicative congruential method discussed

and presented by Knuth (1969) and Fishman (1973). Then

they are transformed to normal distribution via the

method
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= (-2. (log (G))05 (COS(2 'it)) .(S)) where G

and S are two uniform (0,1) deviates.

is generated by

= c+ E1 The ridge regression co-

efficients, a, is computed from a1 by

a., where k takes different values for
1 1

X. + k
1

A A

different ridge estimates. Note that a. = a for
1

k = 0(OLS).
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III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS VIA MONTE CARLO METHOD

The effect of multicollinearity on the variance of

ordinary least squares (OLS) estimates was discussed in

chapter 1 and can be observed from the eight models

(a1-a8) presented in table 1. There are six regression

estimators to be discussed and analysed in chapter III.

These estimators are the following:

1. Ordinary least square estimator, OLS, is an

unbiased estimator and is included in this study for

two main reasons:

a. To compare the performance of some ridge

regression estimators with OLS in terms of the observed

loss, Ml, defined as
3 22Ml= (a.-a.)/a,

i 1
i=l

where . is the OLS estimate of the true coefficient

a, and2 is the variance which is assumed to be fixed

and known.

b. To compare the stability and accuracy

of the estimate of Ml by Ml defined as
p 22 2 xi

Ml = I (m.a /X.+(l-m.) ) where m. = , 8 is the
i=l

1 1 1 1 X.+k
1

2

proposed method of estimating c defined by

= (c-V(o1))>0, and is the ith eigenvalue of (X'X)
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The measure of the accuracy and stability of the est-

imated loss function, Ml, in this chapter is defined

by the coefficient of loss variation defined as

'2" 2" 2
p 2" 5C*/V = [ E (L, (c)-L1 (at)) /n-l/ E L, (ct)/n]

1=1
-i- 1 - 1

2 "
where L1(a1) is the estimated squared loss, L1(cx) is

the true observed squared loss, and n is the number of

experiments.

2. Lawless-Wang ridge estimator, kLWI introduced

and discussed in earlier chapters.

3. Hoerl, Kennard and Baldwin (HKB) ridge

estimators, kHKB.

4. Lawless generalized ridge estimator, KGRR.

5. RIDGN generalized ridge estimator, introduced

in chapter II and thought to have some advantages

over kHKB in terms of measuring its estimated Ml.

6. ROP is a generalized ridge estimator, included

in the analysis as a theoretical reference, since it

assumes that the values of and are known as far
1

as computing the optimal value of the k1.

Results in table 1 indicate with respect to model

= (10 10 10 ) a significant improvement with

ridge regression in Ml compared to OLS. This improve-

ment should be expected from the use of ridge regression

for a1 since the known true coefficients are all of

the same magnitude. It is well known that simulations

with nearly equal magnitudes for the true coefficients



Table 1. SIgsielto-nolee ratio. ML, eatimatel Ml, HI, and the coefficient ot bee variation for (lie eight inollela
with A - (.01, I.. 1.99) antI 4. 01.5 Va. ridge netinatores KGlLP,aHul POP.

(10,l0,10)(iS")i.5'i.iL5)(1il.5,i5"J1.')__Vii7S"31.5,lS)__(12,12/12)(12/Ji2)6'Tl212)(GI2VL!)
Slgsia(-Noien

5,0a 75.00 20.60 75.00 121.41 42.31 75.00 107.67 14.04

HI1' 100.367 105.3)0 101.626 99.251 99.721 102.222 103.314 96.911
01.5 101.503 101.503 101.503 101.503 101.503 101.50) 101.50) 101.503

CC/V' .090 .006 .087 .08) .087 .089 .006 .009

MI 22.604 49.062 11.036 14.402 31.403 29.495 10.010 57.736
kiw 1I 46.197 77.908 42.182 31.058 55.710 51.251 36.306 87.198

C/V .270 .203 .450 .203 .2)4 .219_ .359 .102

Ml 57.084 69.316 51.594 48.126 50.71) 60.106 49.159 61.297
P10GM 4I 37.159 43.186 36.823 37.200 40.648 41.124 36.163 44.841

k Ml 39.968 53.341 33.304 30.946 42.525 43.213 31.200 53.430
111(0 JiI 24.159 29.10) 23.944 23.369 25.900 26.692 23.396 30.735

MI 50.224 70.206 52.900 49.415 59.0)0 61.291 50.555 60.1)1
KCflhl iii 25.619 31.179 24.495 24.394 27.905 28.560 24.049 32.603

POP MI 22.219 42.575 11.335 11.1)6 29.438 29.239 7.499 45.811

22a. Slgnal-to-nol.c. S/N I1i3..
b. III - £ (Oj-Oj) /0 averaged over 1000 experimenta.

1.. I

c. Ml - (sni,2,A14(1-m )24 where - (n2-V(1))0, averaged over 1000 experiment..
1-1 1 1

3 .. 3
a. C/V - the coat flalents of bee variation - (r (, 1)2/n-1/(E L /n)))°3.I-i 1-1

M



will favor ridge regression (Thisted

Results in table 1 reveals that Ml(O

times the value of Ml(kLw) since the

in the variance component of Ml more

squared bias component of kLw? which

imated as follows:

and Morris, 1977).

LS) is about 4 to 5

expected reduction

than offsets the

could be approx-

43

2

An approximate kTw value =
2

= .040,
300ii

Xi
.01 .200.and the approximate m, value = = =

A.+k .0l+.04
1

Therefore, the variance component of

22
Ml

m1 (.2)2(4.) 0.16 = 4. vs 100. for the variance
(4.) (.01) .04

of
l

The approximate bias squared component of Ml

is equal to

(1-m1)2c/c2 2)100. 64
= 16. The above

calculations illustrate that, although the kLW ridge

estimator is a biased estimator, the approximate

reduction in Ml more than offsets the increase in Ml

due to the bias squared component. Other ridge est-

imators also showed a substantial reduction in Ml

compared to OLS, with kHKB second only to kLw, followed

by RIDGN and KGRR. Ml(OLS) was estimated by
3 -

-)

Ml(OLS) = [ c/A.]/c' and did not vary among models,

2
i=1

since and A1 are fixed known parameters. Ml for
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ridge estimators, however, is expected to vary among

models and among estimators since the proposed method

for estimating Ml is
A 22 2" 2Ml(a*) = (E (m.c /X.+(1-m.) O)/ , where all the van-

i=l
1 1 1

ables are as previously defined. Results in table 1

showed that the proposed method overestimated Ml for

kLw. However, this overestimation of Ml for the Lawless-

Wang ridge estimator should not be viewed as being as

serious as the problem of underestimating Ml for the

other ridge estimators as shown in table 1. The results

of table 1 showed that the estimate of Ml(kLW) was

fairly good compared to Ml(OLS) where the true fixed

variance of OLS was known. Before leaving the results

for model 1 it should be noted that the kLW value was

usually very close to the optimal value of k since

p 2 2 2 2 2
kLW c /c when = = a3. Therefore,

X.c31
1=1

Ml (kLw) was about the same magnitude as Ml (ROP), which

demonstrates a high performance by the kLW estimator

for the case of = (10, 10, 10).

For model two,
2
= (15 /37.5 /37.5). Results

in table 1 revealed that Ml(OLS) was more than 2 times

the value of Ml (kLW), and this significant improvement

was possible because of the greater reduction in the

variance component of Ml(kLW) compared to the OLS

variance. Results in table 1 also revealed a substantial
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improvement compared to OLS for all the other ridge -est-

imators with kHKB performing next best to kLW, followed

by RIDGN and KGRR. Ml(OLS), as expected, was more

stable in terms of C*/V than Ml(kLw), Ml(kLW)

was overestimated, Ml(kLW) being about 63% of estimated

Ml(kLw). However, these overestimates of Ml are not

considered by the author to be very serious for applied

ridge regression analysis. On the other hand, the

underestimation of Ml by the proposed estimated loss

function for the other ridge estimators is considered

to be a serious problem, and prior information would

be needed before applying it to these other ridge est-

imators. It should be noted that a theoretical imp-

rovement, although not realizable in practice since the

true regression coefficients would not be known, of up

to 250% over OLS was shown by the ROP performance.

However, the Lawless-Wang ridge estimator gave results

that were surprisingly close to ROP in table 1.

For model 3 with a3 = (/37.5, 15, /37.5), results

in table 1 were favorable for all the ridge estimators.

This favorable result was expected since the smallest

coefficient (c = /37.5) is associated with the small-

est eigenvalue X(X1 = .01). Significant improvement

over OLS can be expected from the use of ridge regression

in such cases, and from the Lawless-Wang ridge estimator

in particular (Lawless, 1978), as can be seen from
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Ml= [i +k 22
1=1 (X.+k)2 .J. As noted earlier, the

kLW estimator for had an estimated k value almost

equal to the optimal k value given by ROP, resulting

in an observed Ml(kLW) nearly equal to Ml(ROP),

(Ml(kLW) = 11.84, Ml(ROP) = 11.34).

Results in table 1 for this model also show that

Ml(OLS) is about 8.6 times the value of Ml(kLw).

Other ridge estimators in this model performed well,

although not as well as kLW because the estimated

values of k by these estimators were not very close to

the optimal k (ROP), which minimizes L(c*). The

proposed method of estimating Ml overestimated Ml (kLW).

This overestimation might be because of the following;

2.
1. Overestimation of the value of in the

expression for Ml,

2" " "2Ml = Z (m?G2/X.+(1-m.) O.)/', where 0. = (a.-V(.))>Oi=1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 -

is an estimate of

2. The value of M1(k ) in this model was very
LW

small, and any overestimation, although small in

magnitude,is large in proportion to the observed Ml(kLW).

The proposed method for estimating squared error loss

underestimated Ml for all the other ridge estimators.

In this Monte Carlo experiments, RIDGN was the least

underestimated and KGRR was the most underestimated.

It should be emphasized that the proposed estimate of
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squared error, by underestimating Ml(kHKB), M1(RIDGN),

and Ml (KGRR), may be dangerously misleading to the

researcher in some critical cases where the true Ml

may be much greater than Ml(OLS), as pointed out earlier.

Note that although the observed Ml(RIDGN) was about

the same magnitude as M1(KGRR), Ml(RIDGN) was closer to

the observed Ml(RIDGN) than Ml(KGRR) to the observed

Ml (KGRR), thereby giving RIDGN some advantage over

KGRR for the analysis of sample data. (However, the

Lawless-wang ridge estimator had even more advantage

in this respect.)

Model 4, = ç137.5, /375, 15) , was also an

appropriate model for ridge regression in general, and

for the kLw ridge estimator in particular, for the

same reasons given for model 3. The value of k given

by the kLw estimator was closer to the optimal k than

for any of the other ridge estimators for this model.

Ml(OLS) was about 6.9 times the value of Ml(kLw) in

table 1, and kLw outperformed all the other ridge

estimators for all models studied in this simulation

in table 1, except for a8. The HKB ridge estimator

had the second lowest observed squared error, followed

by RIDGN and KGRR.

Again, as for a1, c2, and a3, the proposed method

for estimating squared error, Ml(c), overestimated Ml

for kLw and gave unstable and less acurate estimates



than OLS, as measured by C*/V (C*/V for OLS = .083

while C*/V for kLW = .283). This apparent instability

appears to be due to the overestimation of c and the

unusually low squared error from kLw for the vector.

It is shown in table 1 that Ml for all the other ridge

estimators were underestimated, but not as much so

as for models 2 or 3. RIDGN in this model, and for

all the a vectors in table 1, out performed KGRR in

terms of both Ml and estimated value for Ml. Since the

value of (the most effected by multicollinearity

since = .01) did not change from model 3 to model 4,

ROP gave a value of Ml similar to Ml given by model 3.

Model 5, a5 = (12, 12, 1T) , is generally less

suited for ridge regression since one of the largest

a (a1 = 12) corresponds to the smallest eigenvalue

H. = .01). However, for this model, all ridge est-

imators in table 1 had Ml values significantly less

than Ml (OLS), and an improvement of up to 337% was

possible by the use of the optimal value for k, the

one given by RaP. A substantial gain in Ml compared

to OLS, was given by kLW followed by kHKB RIDGN,

and KGRR. The proposed method for estimating squared

error overestimated Ml(kLw) for the same reasons given

earlier, but in some respects it is safe to use

since it overestimates Ml(kLw) rather than under-

estimating it. On the other hand, the proposed
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approximation of squared error understates method

Ml for kHKBI RIDGNand KGRR, making them seem mis-

leadingly better than their actual performance as

measured by their observed squared error, Ml. There-

fore, for this model, a great deal of caution should

be exercised with regard to the use of the squared

error estimator, except for kLw type estimator.

Model 6, = (12, 12) is somewhat similar

to model 5, characterized by the fact that one of the

largest c = 12) is associated with the smallest

eigenvalue (A = .01). Table 1 showed results for

model 6 to be very similar to the results of model 5

except for some improvement in the performance of the

ridge estimators as compared to ct5 = (12, 12, 12)

since the smallest coefficient = 112) is now

associated with the second smallest eigevnalue of

(X'X), (X2 = 1.), rather than with the largest eigen-

value, as for c5. This fact seems to cause

improvement in both Ml and the estimated Ml for all

ridge estimators. There were no further major dif f-

erences worth mentioning between the results of model 5

and model 6, except for the observations just noted.

Model 7, ct7 (l2, 12, 12), is very appropriate

for ridge analysis in general, and for kLw type ridge

in particular since the smallest coefficient (a1 = 112)

corresponds to the smallest eigenvalue of (X'X),
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= .01. ROP, although unusable in practice, showed

a remarkable improvement in Ml compared to OLS, and

although this improvement cannot be fully realized

in practice, some of this improvement is possible by

the use of ridge regression analysis. The kLw estimator

gave a k value which is very close to the optimal ROP

k value, resulting in an observed Ml(kLw) that is very

close to Ml(ROP). Next to kLw in performance was

followed by RIDGN and KGRR. For the same reasons

given earlier, the proposed method for predicting square

error overestimated Ml for kLW and underestimated it

for all the other ridge estimators (kHKB1 RIDGNJ and

KGRR).

Model 8,
8

= (16, 22), is similar to

model 2 except that it is an even more unfavorable

case. The largest coefficient (c1 = 16) is associated

with the smallest eigenvalue V = .01). Results

in table 1 show that with respect to Ml, kLw gave the

most gain compared to OLS, followed by kHKB, RIDGN

and KGRR. The proposed Ml method overestimated Ml(kLw)

but the estimate, Ml(kLw), was more stable for a8

than for the other c's in table 1 (stability measured

by C*/V)1 Ml seriously underestimated Ml for the

other ridge estimators studied in this experiment.

Results of the Monte Carlo experiments for the

same models and the same estimators presented in table 1



Thble 2. Signal-to-noise ratIo. Ml, estimated Ml. Ml and the coefficient of loss variation for the eight models

with A (.01. 1.. 1.99).
2 = 2. OIS vs ridge eatimatorse RII3C,N. kJ,KR. KGRR nnd POP.

(10,10,10) (1537.5"31.5) (5,15"JT5) ('31.5'31.5,15) (12,124ij (12T12112) ('i2,12,12) (l6'i'22)

Signal-Noise S/N5 150.00 57.188 150.00 242.813 84.660 150.00 215.340 29.675

Mib 100.367 105.330 101.626 99.251 99.727 102.222 103.314 96.971
(lbS MLC

d
101.503 101.503 101.503 101.503 101.503 101.503 101.503 101.503

CA/V .064 .061 .062 .058 .061 .063 .061 .063

Ml 36.749 83.847 21.108 26.139 51.621 46.445 21.891 103.486

kLw Ml 49.142 100.831 41.785 40.620 64.753 57.698 31.416 123.113
Ce/V .112 .098 .139 .018 .109 .100 .070 .088

Ml 66.048 05.605 55.218 51.695 70.036 71.424 50.283 83.448
P10GM MI 41.213 49.589 38.265 38.500 45.355 45.355 31.232 53.168

k
Ml 51.847 15.280 10.759 38.633 57.130 57.852 37.373 76.681

HKB Ml 30.365 38.093 29.560 29.093 33.136 33.990 28.617 41.219

Ml 66.972 86.162 56.453 52.902 70.813 72.254 51.653 83.800
(CR8 Ml 29.004 38.453 26.032 25.914 33.208 33.865 24.575 41.800

POP Ml 36.318 64.869 20.630 20.300 46.321 46.091 15.472 68.110

a. Signal-to-noise S/N =
p 22
I

I-,,'

b.
3 -

Ml I
(Si_CI)2/02 averaged over 1000 experiments.

1=1

c.
- 3
Ml I

(mo2/l1-(1-m1)2)/ri2 where
-

? = (o2-V(e ))0, averaged over 1000 experiments.
i=1

ci. C./V = the coefficients of variation
3 -

(I (b 1-L 1)2/n-1/E
3

L 4/n)05.
1=1 ' ' 1=1

U,
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are also presented in table 2, with the only difference

2 2being that a = 2 in table 2 versus a = 4 in table 1.

Ml(kLw) for model a1 = (10, 10, 10) still shows a

substantial improvement compared to Ml(OLS) as the

signal-to-noise ratio, defined as S/N EcX/a2

is doubled. However, the value of Ml(kLw) is increased

due to the decrease in the value of a2 This increase

in the value of Ml(kLw) was expected and can be shown

by the formula for computing Ml (kLw). Since
p 222 22Ml(kLw) = E [m.a /a X.+(1-in.)a./a ], the variance comp-
i=l i

2onent of Ml will not change since a in the denominator

and the numerator will cancel out, but the bias squared

component of Ml will increase for a given value of k

as a2 decreases from 4 (in table 1) to 2. The above

reasoning is also true for the other ridge estimators

(kHKB, RIDGN and KGRR). The second observation from

the results of model a1 in table 2 is that an improve-

ment can by observed in the accuracy and the stability

of the proposed method for estimating Ml for kLw.

Ml(kLw) in table 2 was closer to Ml(kLw) than that

observed from table 1. The coefficient of loss

variation for kLW,C*/V,was .112 compared to C*/V of

.278 presented in table 1. Despite an overstatement

of Ml (kLw) by Ml (kLw), some improvement relative to

OLS is evident from table 2. The estimate of Ml for

the other ridge estimators was again understated, but
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the value of Ml for these estimators was somewhat

closer to the observed squared loss Ml(c*) than

observed in table 1. Before leaving model c, the

remarkable performance of the kLW ridge estimator

should be noted since observed Ml(kLw) was almost equal

to Ml(ROP).

Model o2 = (15, 137.5, 137.5) in table 2 also

showed a significant increase in Ml(kLw) compared to

Ml(kLw) of table 1, due to the same reasons just given

for c1. However, Ml(kLw) was still somewhat smaller

than Ml(OLS) for this rather unfavorable model for

ridge regression. The ridge estimator, kHKBf gave an

observed squared error loss Ml(kHKB) which was somewhat

less than Ml (kLw). RIDGN and KGRR both gave an ob-

served Ml almost the same as Ml (kLw). The proposed

method of estimating Ml for model
2

also improved

since Ml(kLw) was closer to the observed Ml(kLw) as

compared to table 1, with only a slight overestimation.

The stability and accuracy of Ml(kLw) in estimating Ml

also improved considerably, comparing table 1 to table

2, since C*/V = .098 compared to C*/V for OLS of .061.

The proposed method of estimating Ml understated Ml

for all the other ridge estimators, with RIDGN being

the least underestimated and KGRR was the most under-

estimated. The Ml(kLw) for this model was not as close

to M1(ROP) as for model a1 indicating that the kLw value
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of k may be far from the optimal k value, as could be

expected since was the second most unfavorable vector

for ridge regression.

Model a3 of table 2 is one of the favorable models

for ridge analysis, as noted earlier, since the smallest

coefficient a1 is associated with the smallest eigenvalue

of (X'X). Results in table 2 indicated that Ml(OLS) is

about 5 times larger than Ml (kLW). Ml (kLw), although

increased due to a smaller value of cr2, still outper-

formed Ml(OLS) by a ratio of 5:1. Ml(kLW) is also

smaller than the Ml for all the other ridge estimators

(kHKB, RIDGN and KGRR). The proposed method for est-

imating Ml(kLw) showed an improvement compared to the

results of model a3 in table 1. The measure of accuracy

and stability, C*/V as defined earlier, showed an imp-

rovement since C*/V in table 1 was about 3 times larger

than C*/V for kLW in table 2. The proposed method of

estimating the observed squared error underestimated

Ml for all the other ridge estimators in table 2.

However, Ml for RIDGN was the closest to the observed

squared error loss, Ml(RIDGN), followed by kHKB and KGRR.

The value of k obtained by the Lawless-Wang method was

almost equal to the value of k obtained by the theoret-

ical estimator, ROP; therefore, Ml(kLw) is almost equal

to M1(ROP).

Model = (/375, '37.5, 15) in table 2 is a more
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favorable model for ridge analysis than model c, since

= /37.5 is associated with the second smallest eigen-

value (X2 = 1.0). However, the observed squared error

loss, Ml(kLw), increased due to the smaller value of

in table 2 as compared to in table 1. This increase

in the value of Ml(kLw) is attributed mainly to the

increase in the bias squared component of Ml (kLw), as

was explained for model a3. Also, Ml(kLw) was more stable

and accurate in terms of C*/V as compared to the value of

C*/V for model a3. On the other hand Ml for the other

ridge estimators was underestimated with Ml(kHKB)

second only to Ml(kLw) in performance, followed by RIDGN

and KGRR. It should be noted that the value of k for

the kLw ridge estimator was not very close to the value

of optimal k; therefore, Ml(kLw) was larger in value

than Ml(ROP).

Model a5 = (12 12 12) in table 2 is generally

less appropriate for ridge analysis as compared to

model ct1 or model a3. Nevertheless, for this model,

M1(OLS) was still 196 percent that of Ml(kLw), since the

variance component of Ml(kLw) was only about 4.8% of the

variance of o1, which more than offsets the increase

in Ml of about 43.8% due to the bias squared component

of Ml(kLw). Ml(kLw) was significantly lower than the

other ridge estimators, (kHKB, RIDGN1and KGRR). The

proposed method of estimating Ml(kLw) again showed some
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improvement compared to the results in table 1, giving

an overestimation of only about 20%. The Ml estimates

were fairly stable since the coefficient of loss variat-

ion C*/V was about .109 compared to C*/V of .234 for

the same model in table 1. Ml(RIDGN) was closer to

Ml(RIDGN) than Ml(kHKB) to Ml(kHKB) or M1(KGRR) to

Ml (KGRR). It is clear from the results of the Monte

Carlo experiments in table 2 for c5 that the Lawless-

Wang estimator had an estimated k value closer to the

optimal k value than did the other adaptive ridge

estimators. Hence, the Ml(kLW) value was closer to

Ml(ROP) than for any of the other ridge estimators.

Mode1 = (12, 12, 12) in table 2 like c5 was

less appropriate for ridge analysis than models

or , since the largest o. is associated with the

smallest eigenvalues of (X'X). However, under this

rather unfavorable condition for the Lawless-Wang ridge

estimator. a remarkable improvement over OLS is reported

for kLW and the other ridge estimators in this Monte

Carlo experiment. The proposed method of estimating

Ml(kLW) showed an improvement over the results for

model reported in table 1, although still showing

an overestimation of about 1.2% of the observed Ml(kLW).

The proposed method of estimating the observed

squared error loss again understated Ml for the other

ridge estimators (kHKB, RIDGN1and KGRR). Ml(RIDGN)
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was closer to the observed squared error loss for RIDGN,

Ml (RIDGN), than both Ml (kHKB) to Ml (kHKB) or Ml (KGRR)

to the observed M1(KGRR). For model , the estimated

kLw value by the Lawless-Wang method was very close to

the optimal k value; therefore, Ml(kLw) was almost equal

to Ml(ROP) with Ml(kLw) = 46.45 and Ml (RaP) 46.1.

As was the case in table 1, model a7 = V12, 12, 12)

in table 2 was the most favorable model for ridge reg-

ression analysis as indicated by the results for the

theoretical ROP ridge estimator. It should be noted that

in model a7, Ml(ROP) was the smallest of any of the

models. Ml(OLS) was about 5 times the value of

but all the ridge estimators for model a.7 outperformed

OLS in terms of the observed squared error loss, Ml,

due to the substantial reduction in the variance of

the ridge estimates, V(c), defined earlier as,

V(a) 2X/(A+k)2 = mc2/A.. Therefore, Ml for the

ridge estimators are lower than Ml(OLS) as long as the

reduction in the variance of more than offsets the

increase in Ml due to the bias squared component of

Ml. The proposed method of estimating Ml(kLw) showed

some improvement in stability as compared to the results

for a7 in table 1. The coefficient of loss variation,

C*/V, for Ml(kLW) was 0.07 compared to C*/V = .061 for

Ml(OLS). The proposed method of estimating Ml under-

estimated Ml for all the other ridge estimators;



however, the estimated Ml(kHKB) was very close to

Ml(kHKB) despite the slight underestimation shown in

table 2. It should be noted here that the observed

squared error loss for Ml(ROP) was considerably lower

than Ml (kLw), implying that the value of k obtained

by the Lawless-wang method was somewhat different

from the optimal k value.

2 2Reducing from 4 in table 1 to = 2 in table

2 seems to be crucial for model
8
because o8 is the most

unfavorable case for ridge analysis in these experiments.

Results in table 2 for model a8 showed Ml(OLS) to be

about 94% of the value of Ml(kLw). This result is not

surprising because the reduction in the variance corn-

ponent of Ml to about .81 was associated with an

approximate increase in the bias squared component of

Ml(kLw) to about 105.9. Therefore, Ml(kLw) did not

show any improvement over OLS; in fact the Lawless-

Wang estimator performed slightly worse than OLS.

The results in table 2 also showed that the HKB

method of estimating k by kHKB = pc2/' always out-

performed OLS. For the case of a8, the HKB method

also outperformed all the other ridge estimators,

including kLw. RIDGN and KGRR both gave an observed

squared error loss which was significantly smaller

than M1(OLS). The value of Ml(kHKB) was also not too

much larger than M1(ROP) for a8 Note that for
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model as well as for the other models in table 2,

the proposed method for estimating Ml showed an imp-

rovement despite an overestimation of Ml(kLw) by about

19%. The stability and the accuracy of the estimated

Ml(kLw) measured by C*/V was fairly stable since

C*/V for kLw .09 compares favorably with C*/V .07

for OLS if one takes into consideration that Ml(OLS)

was computed with a known fixed variance,

Note that the proposed method of estimating

squared error loss underestimated Ml for all the other

ridge estimator; However, this underestimation was

not quite as bad as was shown in table 1 for model cx8,

especially for kHKB and RIDGN.

The Monte Carlo results for the same 8 models

with = 1 are shown in table 3. Since the

value in table 3 is equal to 1, the Monte Carlo

results showed an increase in the value of the observed

squared error loss for the ridge estimators due to the

increase in the bias squared component of Ml, as dis-

cussed earlier. For models c3, a3,
,

a5, and a7,

the ridge estimators still performed substantially

better than OLS in terms of Ml. Ml(kLw) was smaller

than Ml for all the other ridge estimators for these

six models. The value of k obtained by the Lawless-

Wang method was very close to the optimal k for models

c, a3 and therefore Ml(kLw) was very close to



Table 3. S!gnal-to-noiae ratio, Ml, eatimated ill. Ill and the coefilcienta of loea variation for the eight ,nx1e1a

with A = (.01. 1., 1.99), 1. OI. ye. ridge eatimatorag PIDGN, k0, 8GPP and POP.

(10,10,10) (15.575/375) VilS,1S"315) V31S/315,15)(12,12'Th(12/i2,12) ('iL12,12 (i6//Z)

Signal-Nolee S/Na 300.00 114.315 300.00 405.625 169.320 300.00 4)0.680 59.34

Nib 100.367 105.330 101.626 99.251 99.727 102.222 103.314 96.911

MIC 101.503 101.503 101.503 101.503 101.503 101.503 101.50) 101.503

ck/V .045 .043 .044 .041 .043 .044 .043 .045

PJ1 54.265 129.045 35.155 44.066 76.060 65.366 39.260 111.519

kiw Ml 56.125 131.057 46.662 51.250 78.277 66.701 46.318 180.641

c/v .054 .052 - .051 .036 .058 q33 .041

Ml 01.154 108.122 62.013 50.583 00.102 99.011 52.565 103.055

RIOGN Mi 47.655 60.216 41.068 40.073 53.427 53.905 38.132 65.073

Ml 61.983 104.803 51.926 50.152 76.116 11.081 41.321 106.733

k
11KB Mi 41.866 52.700 40.053 39.726 46.045 46.640 30.701 58.290

NI 01.683 100.806 63.157 59.635 88.394 89.417 53.884 102.756

KGRR Mt 35.661 50.550 28.979 28.734 42.519 43.086 25.537 55.860

ROt' III 53.072 86.802 35.402 34.754 65.013 64.944 29.911 88.079

a. Signal-to--nolee S/N
P 22
E A,/n
1=1

3
b. Ml t (4-n1)2/n2 averaged over 1000 experlmente.

1=1
3

c. Ml I imo2/1P(1-m1)201)/o2 where 0 (n-V(ii1))'0, averaged over 1000 experIments.

1=1

ii. C'/V the coefficients of variation =
3 -

U (t.

3

In-lIE
0.5

.J 1/n
1=1 ' 1=1
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M1(ROP) for these models. Results in table 3 also

showed that ridge regression analysis was not very

appropriate for models a2 (15, '37.5, "37..5), and

model a8 = (16, V22, 122). For these two models and

= 1, the ridge regression estimators gave an ob-

served squared error loss significantly larger than

M1(OLS) due to the significant increase in the bias

squared component of Ml. Although ROP performance

for these models (a2 and a8) showed a possible theoret-

ical improvement compared to Ml(OLS), none of the adaptive

ridge regression estimators showed any improvement rel-

ative to OLS. For these models, however, showed the

best performance of the ridge estimators, followed by

RIDGN, KGRR, and kLw. Results in table 3 indicate that

the proposed method of estimating observed squared error

loss, Ml, performed very well, overestimating the ob-

served Ml(kLw) by only about 2 to 8% for all the models,

including a2 and a8 The estimated Ml for all the other

ridge estimators were not very close to the observed Ml,

due to the underestimation problem, especially for the

KGRR ridge estimator and the RIDGN estimator. The acc-

uracy and stability of Ml (kLw), measured by the coeff-

icients of loss variation C*/V for models and a7

were smaller than C*/V reported for OLS. Judging
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from the performance of ROP, a significant improvement

compared to M1(OLS) was always possible, although this

potential improvement was not realized by any of the

ridge estimators for models
2

and O8l indicating a

need for further improvement in the methods for

selecting the biasing parameter, k, for such unfavorable

situations for ridge regressions.

The results of the Monte Carlo experiments for

the 8 models, a1-o8 with X = (.01, 1., 1.99) and

a2 = .5, are shown in table 4. Results in this table

reveal some increase in the value of Ml for all the

ridge estimators because of an increase in the bias

squared component of Ml, 1/a2 (l_m1)2c, resulting from

a decrease in the variance, a2 The kLw and kHKB

ridge estimators showed some improvement in Ml compared

to OLS for models a,, c3, , a5, 6,and ct7 with the

most improvement shown by the most favorable models for

ridge analysis: o, a3, ,and a7. On the other hand,

RIDGN and KGRR showed favorable performances only for

the models and a7 because these estimators apparently

gave k values which deviated from the optimal k value

for the other models l' a2 6
and It

should be noted from the results in table 4 that the

ridge estimators performed rather poorly compared to

OLS for models
2

= (15, /37.5, /37.5) and

model = (16, / /22). At a2 value of .5 for these



Table 4. Signal-to-noise Ml estimated MI. %i and the coefficients of loan variation for the eight models

with ii = (.01, 1., 199) .5. OL.S vs. ridge eatlmatorsi kLW.
IGPR nd POP.

(l5'37.S"i5) (37.5,1537.S) Vil.5'31.5,15) (12,1212) .(12r12112) (1212,12) (162222)_____________lli!L!!i

Sig,iai-Noise S/N8 600.00

_
229.75 600.00 911.250 338.640 600.00 861.36 118.68

100.367 101.626 101.625 99.251 99.721 102.222 103.314 96.911

OLS 101.503 101.503 101.503 101.503 101.503 101.50) 101.50) 101.501
d

C0/V .032 .031 .031 .029 .031 .031 .031 .032

Ml 71.315 161.514 53.915 62.368 91.186 81.508 59.262 249.370

k1w Ml 68.696 167.213 50.527 66.109 92.124 78.109 61.199 252.408

ca/v .032 .032 .030 .027 .035 .034 .028 .021

141 102.347 121.503 74.083 71.085 110.674 111.318 56.987 119.457

PIDON Ml 58.163 76.009 46.315 15.492 65.496 65.791 39.813 78.511

Ml 84.111 124.060 65.593 64.129 96.054 96.468 60.592 132.651
k
IIIcD Mi 58.517 74.468 55.209 55.011 63.341 63.770 53.563 19.815

lii 102.221 120.607 14.884 11.853 110.211 110.933 59.207 117.462

EGRP Mi 47.671 69.711 31.555 34.061 56.697 57.223 27.144 73.313

POP Mi 71.021 94.144 53.700 52.609 80.930 81.116 49.340 99.206

a. signal-to-noise s,u i

1=1

3
b. 141= 1 (eo)2/o2 averaged over 1000 experIments.

1=1
3

c. Mi = I Imo2/l14(1-m1)2A1),n
where

61
(n-V(n))>0 averaged over 1000 experiments.

1=1
3

d. c/V the coefficients of 10 variation (I (I. )2/n1/(i L 1/n))P05.
1=1 ' ' 1=1
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models (c21c8), the kLW ridge estimator gave the worse

performance among all ridge estimators studied in this

chapter, and RIDGN and KGRR values of Ml were the closest

to Ml(OLS). However, judging from the performance of

ROP, the theoretical ridge estimator for known, for

the 8 models, ridge regression would not be outperformed

by OLS for any model if the optimal value of k were to

be computed from the true Unfortunately, the kLW

ridge estimator apparently gave a k value which was

the closest to the optimal k only for models c1, O3

and

Results in table 4 also show that the proposed

method of estimating the observed squared loss,

Ml (kLw), gave an excellent performance since it

overestimated Ml(kLw) by less than 8% for all the models

except for models and where it underestimated

Ml(kLw) by about 6%, 5%, respectively. The stability

and accuracy of the estimated Ml (kLw), measured by

the coefficients of loss variation C*/V, were very

comparable to OLS for all the models, and it even had

smaller C*/v than OLS for models ct3, , a7 and

indicating an excellent performance by the proposed

method. Ml for the other ridge estimators were again

seriously underestimated. Ml(kHKB) was the closest to

the observed Ml(kHKB), second only to kLw ridge

estimator. However, Ml(kHKB) was seriously under-
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estimated for a2 and cx8, the two situations where it

would be the most desirable not to underestimate

Results of the simulations for the same 8 models

with a2 = .25 are reported in table 5. Rel-

atively high signal-to-noise ratio S/N are evident for

the 8 models where S/N ranges from 273 to about 1,942.

The trend of the increase in the value of Ml for the

ridge estimators due to the decrease in the value of

a2 continues to be true for table 5. Ml(kLw) was sig-

nificantly higher than Ml(OLS) for models less "favor-

able" for ridge regression analysis, namely a2, a5 and

a8 since the smallest for these three vectors is

associated with the largest a1 value. The kLw estimator

tends to over shrink the value of c for these three

models, resulting in a substantial bias squared com-

ponent, as pointed out earlier. In fact, all ridge

estimators in this simulation performed poorly compared

to OLS for models a2 a5 and a8. However, it is

encouraging that the proposed squared error loss esti-

mator performed very well in predicting Ml (kLw),

especially important for the least favorable cases,

a2 and a8 since it tends to alert the researcher of the

potential loss that might result from the use of ridge

regression for these unfavorable cases. The stability

of the estimated Ml(kLw) measured by C*/V was also

excellent, giving a C*/V value even slightly smaller



Table 5. Signal-to-noise Ill, estimated HI, NJ and the coeffLclent of loan variation for the eight modela

with A = (.01, 1., 1.99),
2

.25. 01.5 vs. ridge entimators, k1. PIDGN, GPR and POP.

(10, 1O,10)(15137.5'31.5) V375, 15 /iT) (.513 /31.5,15) 3/iLj12/U,i2) (16f__
Signal-Noise S/Na 1200.00 475.40 1200.00 1942.5 677.25 1200.00 1722.12 213.36

10o.7 105.329 101.626 99.251 99.727 102.222 103.314 96.911

01.5 MIC 101.503 101.503 101.503 101.503 101.503 101.503 101.503 101.503

C*/V .023 .021 .022 .021 .022 .022 .021 .022

Iii 54.406 186.122 71.055 17.154 105.355 92.180 16.437 301.165

kiw i 50.936 175.523 72.560 79.131 101.755 81.986 76.039 303.436

C'/V .022 .021 .021 .020 .023 .024 .021 .017

lii 123.232 134.281 92.179 90.965 127.119 121.970 65.174 119.991

P10611 Mi 72.160 81.442 55.23) 53.919 19.533 19.661 43.165 89.816

k
MI 96.700 141.165 15.639 11.184 101.511 108.558 14.470 140.034

IIKO Mi 75.571 90.359 11.170 11.081 80.295 80.464 69.399 96.381

MI 122.295 132.78) 92.414 91.211 125.853 126.813 66.199 118.118

KGPR Mi 64.848 84.719 44.341 43.441 71.408 74.510 31.025 81.881

POP Ml 84.203 101.618 70.937 69.395 91.237 91.905 68.488 101.918

22
a. Signal-to-noise S/N I

1=1
3

h. Ml = I (ejni)2/U2 averaged over 1000 experiments.
1=1

- 2 *
C. MI I lmo/l,+(1_m,)201)/a2 where 0 (1-V(e1))>0 averaged over 1000 experiments.

i=1
3 3

d. C/V = the coefficients of lo variation (I (L, s-I.' ,) in-i/U L1
1=1 ' ' 1=1



than C*/V for OLS for models a, a, and cx8. How-

ever, Ml was again understated by the proposed loss

estimator for all the other ridge estimators, with

Ml(kHKB) being predicted second best after kLw. The

ROP performance in table 5 again showed that ordinary

(one value of k) ridge regression usually outperforms

OLS (except for a2 and a8) if the true a vector is

known.

At this point the reader may wonder why the ROP

estimator had a higher squared error loss divided by

a2(Ml) than did OLS for and a8 in table 5, given that

the true a is known for the ROP estimator. The reason

for this paradox is because ROP is an ordinary (one

value of k) ridge estimator. The single k value for

2ROP was computed by k = o'(Z a./3). This single value
i=l 1

of k works well if the a. value associated with the
1

smallest eigenvalue is not too much larger than the

other a. values. However, for a and a8 a1, which has

the smallest eigenvalue of 0.01, is from about 2.45 to

4.69 times larger than a2 and a3. Thus, for a2 and a8

with 2 = 0.25 in table 5, using the simple average of

the a values does not result in a good single value

of k. If ROP were converted to a generalized ridge

estimator, it would never be outperformed by OLS.

Results in tables 1-5 illustrate the fact that none

of the presently proposed methods for selecting k will



always give a low squared error loss for all the models.

However, the Lawless-Wang ridge estimator gave the small-

est squared error loss for the majority of the models

studied in this simulation, followed in performance

by the kHKB estimator.

One final result worth mentioning before leaving

this section is that the KGRR and RIDGN ridge estimators

always gave an observed squared error loss (Ml) less

than Ml(OLS) as long as = X1c/a2 was less than or

equal to 2, where is the smallest eigenvalue and

is associated with X1. To illustrate this result, the

following two examples are given:

Example 1: Model O4 =(/37.5,137.5, 15 ),

= (.01, 1., 1.99), and a2 = 0.25 in table 5. For this

model, = ((.01) (37.5)/.25) = 1.5 <2 and

Ml (RIDGN) = 90.96 Ml (OLS) and Ml (KGRR) = 91.24 Ml (OLS).

Example 2: Model = (10 10 10 ),

X = (.01, 1., 1.99), and a2 = 0.25 in table 5. For this

model, E = (.01) (l00)/.25 4>2,

M1(RIDGN) = 123.23 Ml(OLS), and M1(KGRR) = 122.29>Ml(OLS).

The above results held for all the models of the

simulation.

The results of the Monte Carlo experiments for the

8 models (a1-a8) with X = (.1, 1 , 1.9) and 5 different

2 2values of a , a = 4 , 2 , 1 , 0.5 and .25, are given in

tables 6-10. The multicollinearity problem for these 8



models is less severe since the smallest eigenvalue is

= .1. Therefore, l/X1,the variance inflation factor

for cj.. VIF1, is only 10 compared to VIF1 = 100 for the

models discussed in tables 1-5. Results in table 6 show
3 'S

that Ml(OLS) = E (cx-a1)2/2 did not vary much among the
i=l

models and averaged about 11.5 across all models. The

Lawless-wang ridge estimator, kLwl performed somewhat

better than OLS in terms of Ml for models cx1, a3,

and ct7 in table 6. The greatest reduction in Ml(kLw)

was shown for model a3 with Ml(kLw) = 66% of M1(OLS),

followed by models a7, , a1 and

The other ridge estimators (kHKB, RIDGN, and KGRR)

showed improvement in Ml compared to M1(OLS) only for

models , a31and a7. All ridge estimators in1uding

kLw had Ml values substantially larger than M1(OLS) for

models
2

and a8 since the largest coefficient, c1, is

associated with the smallest eigenvalue of (X'X),

X = .1 for these two models. It should be noted that
1

for the "unfavorablet' models (a2 and a8), kHKB, RIDGN

and KGRR gave an observed Ml smaller than Ml (kLW);

however, these ridge estimators are outperformed by

Ml(OLS) for these two models. Ml(kLw) was very close

to M1(ROP) for models a1, a3, a4,and . The potential

performance of ordinary ridge regression as judged by

Ml(ROP) showed some improvement compared to Ml(OLS)

for all the eight models except for a8. However, this



Table 6. Signal-to-noise Ml, estimated Ml, Ml and the coefficients of loss variation for the eight models

with A = (.1, 1., 1.9), = 4. 01.5 vs. ridge estimators: RIDCN, KGRR and l0P.

(10,10,10) (l5.'iJ5/3l.5) (37.5,1531.S) (31.537.5,l5) (12,12l2) (l2l2,12) (112,12,12) (162222)

Signal-Noise S/N5 75.00 32.81 75.00 117.19 45.30 75.00 104.70 22.35

11.3865 12.0013 11.5382 11.2482 11.4152 11.6187 11.7885 11.0984
01.5 MIC 11.5263 11.5263 11.5263 11.5263 11.5263 11.5263 11.5263 11.5263

C*/V .0803 - .0758 .0775 .0733 .0765 .0783 .0163 .0186

Ml 9.2057 17.9190 7.6023 8.0968 11.7794 10.1764 8.0113 23.5639

kiw Mi 9.1867 17.4994 1.6413 8.3338 11.7215 10.0602 8.1994 24.3493
C*/V .0766 .0159 .0698 .0650 .0805 .0822 .0680 .0695

Ml 12.4218 15.039 9.5118 9.2934 13.3159 13.2908 1.5710 13.7197
RIDGH Mi 7.5513 9.1146 6.1953 6.0137 8.2309 8.0351 5.4080 9.3560_

Ml 10.3126 14.9993 8.4671 8.1888 11.5729 11.4918 8.0157 14.9160
Mi 7.7838 9.20501 7.4169 7.3619 8.2961 8.2142 7.2368 9.8870

Ml 12.4226 15.0231 9.5140 9.2987 13.3051 13.2836 7.5812 13.7041
KGRR Mi 6.5956 8.5433 5.040 4.8786 7.4312 7.2001 4.1759 8.8915

ROP Ml 8.8117 11.7923 1.3220 7.0990 9.8721 9.8381 6.9844 11.3953

p 22a. Signal-to-noise S/N = I
1=1

22
b. Ml I (a-u) /a averaged over 1000 experiments.

i=1
3

c. Ml = I (ma2/A1+(l-m1)204)/a2 where O (-V(1))>0 averaged over 1000 experiments.
1=1

-

3 3
d. Ce/V = the coefficients of loss variation = (1 (1.2

2
/n-1/(E 1. 1/n))J05.

, 1. 1=1
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potential improvement was not completely realized, even

by the kLw estimator, because of the inherent difficulty

in estimating the optimal value of k from the OLS est-

imates of the a..
1

The proposed method of estimating the squared error

loss, Ml(kLw) was surprisingly accurate since in all the

eight models Ml(kLw) was different from Ml(kLw) by less

than 3%. The accuracy and stability of Ml(kLw) measur-

ed by the coefficients of loss variation, C*/V, were

good since C*/v for kLW were smaller than or equal to

C*/V for OLS in all the models in table 6, except for

a2 a5and . The proposed method for estimating the

squared error loss did underestimate Ml for the other

ridge estimator; however, Ml(kHKB) and Ml(RIDGN) were

fairly close to their average observed squared error

loss, Ml, for some cases, such as for models a1, a3,

and a7.

Results of the Monte Carlo experiments for the 8

models a1-a8 with = 2 are shown in table 7. Ml(OLS)
p 22did not change, as expected since Ml(OLS) = c /cy X,
i=l

the will cancel out, and Ml(OLS) is just equal to the
3

sum of the VIF., i.e., Ml(OLS) = 1/X.. The Lawless-
1

1=1 1

Wang ridge estimator, kLW had Ml(kLW) smaller than

Ml(OLS) for models "favorable" to ridge analysis, namely

ae a61and a7. The other ridge estimators

varied in performance among models with the



Table 7. Signal-to-noIse Mi, estimated Ml, Ml and the coefficients of loss variation for the eight models

with A (.1, 1., 1.9), = 2. 01,5 vs. ridge estimators kLw. RIOGN, KGRR and POP.

(10,10,10) (15/ii.5/JL5) (/37.5,15/31.5) (/31.5/31.5,15) (12,i212) (1212,12) ('12,l2,12) (l6"i?/22)

Signal-Noise 5ia 150.00 65.625 150.00 234.375 90.60 150.00 209.40 44.70

Mlb 11.381 12.001 11.538 11.240 11.415 11.619 11.789 11.090
01,s 11.526 11.526 11.526 11.526 11.526 11.526 11.526 11.526d

.057 .054 .055 .052 .054 .055 .054 .056

Ml 10.273 18.890 9.081 9.400 12.533 11.026 9.527 26.096
k 141 10.004 17.395 9.260 9.124 11.920 10.604 9.419 25.505L w

Ce/v .054 .052 .052 .049 .056 .058 .051 .041

111 14.068 11.748 11.347 11.333 14.366 14.522 8.483 13.346
RIDGN Ml 9.032 10.349 7.245 7.017 9.670 9.537 5.827 10.471

Ml 11.279 15.465 9.645 9.396 12.393 12.405 9.328 15.096k
11KB Mi 9.390 10.160 9.'94l 9.912 9.840 9.822 8.763 11.219

Ml 14.056 14.131 11.345 11.333 14.348 14.509 8.491 13.331
KGRR Ml 8.431 10.171 6.212 6.069 9.278 9.097 4.631 10.335

POP Ml 10.059 11.265 8.931 8.681 10.154 10.782 8.003 11.533

a. Signal-to-noise S/N
p 22
)

1=1
'

b. Ml =
-

I
(nj_ej)

22
/a averaged over 1000 experiments.

1=1

C. Ml =
3

I
fmn2/A1+(l-m1)201)/u2 where 0 = (a-V(o1))>0 averaged over 1000 experiments.

1=1
-

d. Ce/V = the coefficients
3

of loss variation = (I (L 1-L

3

1)2/n-i/U L 1/n)))05.
1=1 ' 1=1

t'J
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estimator seeming to slightly outperform both RIDGN

and KGRR in most cases. The estimator had an Ml

smaller than M1(OLS) only for models c1, cx3, o41and a7.

It should be noted that in terms of the observed squared

error loss, Ml, RIDGN estimator outperformed all ridge

estimators including kLW for models c2, a7,and a8 which

would generally be regarded as "unfavorable" models,

except for model a7. Ml(kLW) was very close to Ml(ROP)

for models a1, a3, a4, 1and a7 for the same reasons

given earlier. The excellent performance of the pro-

posed method of estimating the observed squared error

loss, Ml, should be noted, since Ml(kLW) was different

from Ml(kLW) for all the models by less than 7%. The

stability and the accuracy of Ml(kL) measured by C*/V

was also very good compared to Ml(OLS) since C*/V for

Ml(kLw) was smaller than C*/V for Ml(OLS) for all the

models except models a5 and . The underestimation of

Ml for the other ridge estimators by the proposed

method for predicting Ml was usually less serious for

the ridge estimator kHKB than for RIDGN and KGRR.

The results in table S show the performance of

the ridge estimators and the proposed method of est-

imating the observed squared error loss Ml for the same

8 models (a1-a8) with = 1. The Lawless-Wang ridge

estimator, showed some marginal improvement in Ml

compared to Ml(OLS) for models "favorable't to ridge



Table 8. Signal--to-noise Ml. estimated Ml, Ml and the coefficients of 1os variation for the eight models

with A = (.1. 1., 1.9), 1. OLS vs. ridge estimatoras kbw. I4IDGN, KGRK and ROP.

(10,10,10) (15/T5/Th) (57.5,15/37.5) (ñl.5/ 5 j__j 22) (12/12,12) /12,12,12)(16T22."2)

Signal-Noise S/Na 300.00 131.25 300.00 468.75 181.20 300.00 418.80 89.40

Nib 11.3865 12.0013 11.5382 11.2482 11.4l5 11.6187 11.7885 11.0984

01.5 M1C 11.5263 11.5263 11.5263 11.5263 11.5263 11.5263 11.5263 11.5263
d

C*/V .0402 .0370 .0387 .0366 .0383 .0392 .0381 .0393

141 10.8653 17.5922 10.1329 10.2327 12.5013 11.4269 10.5361 24.0507

kiw
Ml 10.8442 15.9349 10.1786 10.5169 11.8621 11.0019 10.3263 23.2399

C*/V .0388 .0372 .0378 .0366 .0383 .0405 .0381 .0343

Ml 14.1229 13.6382 13.1464 13.3468 13.7392 14.0462 10.0393 12.3581

RIDGN Ml 10.2606 10.9905 8.5995 8.5172 10.6615 10.5852 6.5406 11.0411

Ml 11.6311 14.6184 10.4743 10.2116 12.4126 12.5032 10.3392 13.6985
k
11KB Ml 10.4297 11.3978 10.0667 10.0512 10.7539 10.1436 9.9224 11.7019

Ml 14.1082 13.6269 13.1384 13.3393 13.7229 14.0332 10.0439 12.3492

KGKR Ml 10.0482 10.9571 9.0655 7.7567 10.5552 10.4647 5.4177__jj.0151___

ROP Ill 10.7629 12.3344 10.0542 9.7917 11.1949 11.2771 10.0933 11.4011_

a. Signal-to-noise S/N =
22

I
1=1

b. Ml = I (u1u1)2/o
2
averaged over 1000 experiments.

1=1

c.

3

Ml = I (iuu2/A+(lm.)2011/o2 where
-

04 = (n-V(4))>0 averaged over 1000 experiments.
i=l

1

d. C*/V = the coetfcient
-2

of loss variation (I IL1

2 2
) /ii-1/(E

2

L11-L1
1=1 i=1

-1
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regression analysis, c, cx3, ,and c7. However, kLw

performed worse than OLS for models "unfavorable" to

ridge analysis, such as
2

and a8. For these "unfavor-

able" models, RIDGN and KGRR outperformed all the other

ridge estimators, including kLw where they gave an

observed Ml substantially smaller than Ml (kLw). Nearly

excellent prediction of Ml(kLw) by Ml(kLw) can be seen

in table 8 for all the models, including the "unfavorable"

ones, giving some promise that the researcher could

evaluate the performance of kLw, based only on the sample

information.

The coefficient of loss variation, C*/V, for Ml(kLw)

was equal to or smaller than C*/V for Ml(OLS) for all

the models in table 8, except for a6 indicating an

accurate and stable performance of Ml(kLw) by the pro-

posed method. The proposed method also improved its

performance in predicting Ml(kHKB) for all the models,

despite some underestimation, usually less than 12%.

Ml(kLw) was again very close to M1CROP) for models

3'
a7. The performance of the ordinary

ridge estimator based upon the true a vector, ROP,

showed a potential marginal improvement over OLS for

all the models, except model
2

and
8'

which are the

most "unfavorable" models for ridge analysis.

The Monte Carlo results for the same 8 models

presented in the earlier tables, but with 2
equal to



Table 9. Signal-to-noIse Ml, estimated Ml, Mi and the coefficienta of loss variation for the eight models

with A = (.1, 1., 1.9), = .5. OLS vs. ridge estimators: kLW. RIOGN, kUKO. KGPR and ROP.

(10,10.10) (15/37.5/31.5) "37.5,15/31.5) ('51.5/37.5,15)(i2)(12/i2,i2)(/12,i2,12) L221__
Signal-Noise S/Na 600.00 262.50 600.00 931.50 362.40 600.00 037.60 178.80

Mib 11.381 12.001 11.538 11.248 11.415 11.619 11.789 11.098
O1.S M1C 11.526 11.526 11.526 11.526 11.526 11.526 11.526 11.526

ci

Ce/V .020 .026 .021 .026 .027 .028 .027 .028

Ml 11.196 15.709 10.715 10.709 12.211 11.593 11.125 19.929
k Ml 11.050 14.290 10.781 10.990 11.745 11.246 10.884 19.414
L w

C*/V .020 .026 .021 .025 .028 .029 .027 .026

Ml 13.125 12.862 13.891 13.880 12.704 12.979 12.152 11.724
P10GM Ml 10.950 11.273 9.890 9.915 11.129 11.098 7.63711.294

k MI 11.663 13.619 10.969 10.691 12.130 12.274 10.991 12.694
11KB Ml 10.908 11.517 10.754 10.146 11.180 11.175 10.651 ll.703____

141 13.114 12.056 13.878 13.867 12.694 12.970 12.150 11.719
KC.RR 141 10.907 11.266 9.565 9.511 11.112 11.071 6.713 11.289

POP Ml 11.131 11.276 10.734 10.459 11.381 11.509 10.878 11.257

p 22a. Signal-to-noise S/N = I
1=1

3

b. Ml = I (nj_ej)2/e2 averaged over 1000 experiments.
1=1
3

c. Ml = I (mq2/A +(1-m1)201)/i2 where U = (n-V(ci1))>O averaged over 1000 experiments.
1=1 i

3 3
ci. Ca/V = the coefficients of loss variation = (I (L 1-L 1)2/n-l/(I i2 /)))O.Si=1 ' ' 1=1 1,i
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.5, are presented in table 9. For this value of

it should be noted that only a slight marginal improve-

ment compared to OLS is realized for models c1, O3l ,

and c7. Certainly there were no significant improve-

ments from the use of ridge regression, even when the

optimal value of k was known, as can be seen from the

ROP performance. It should be noted that under the

"unfavorable" conditions, the ridge estimators could be

ranked in terms of Ml performance as follows:

RIDGN, KGRR, and kLWI respectively. The proposed method

of estimating Ml(kLW) gave an excellent prediction of

the value of Ml(kLW) for all the models. This result

was very encouraging since it could prevent misleading

conclusions based upon the sample observations. The

coefficient of variation, C*/V, for Ml(kLW) was almost

identical to C*/V for M1(OLS) for all the models shown

in table 9. The Lawless-Wang ridge estimator, although

outperformed by kHKB and RIDGN for the "unfavorable"

models, gave Ml(kLW) which is very close to Ml(ROP)

for all the "favorable" models. The results of the

8 models with = 0.25 reported in table 10 showed

no gain from the use of ridge regression compared to OLS,

as indicated by the performance of ROP. The results in

table 10 show that the Lawless-Wang ridge estimator,

kLw provided only a non-significant marginal improve-

ment in Ml(kLW) for the most "favorable" models,



Table 10. Signal-to-noise MI, estimated Ml, Hl,and the coefficients of loss variation for the eight nmodèls

with A = (.1. 1.. 1.9).
2 = 25. OIS vs. ridge estimators RIOGN, kHKB. KGRR and ROP.

(1010 10) (5'37'375)(/7rfl/37j) (12 l'/l) (1'/iTi?) (/121217) (1.)
Signal-Noise S/Na 1200.00 525.00 1200.01) 1875.00 124.8 1200.00 1675.2 351.6

Mib 11.3865 12.0013 11.5382 11.2482 11.4152 11.6181 11.1885 11.0984

OLS MIC 11.5263 11.5263 11.5263 11.5263 11.5263 11.5263 11.5263 11.5263

Ce/V .0200 .0189 .0193 .0183 .0191 .0196 .0191 .0191

MI 11.3392 11.2125 11.1344 10.9665 11.9485 11.6518 11.4455 16.2725

kiw
Ml 11.2190 13.0839 11.1387 11.2503 11.6524 11.3118 11.1931 16.1584

ce/v .0191 .0190 .0193 .0180 .0191 .0200 .0189 .0195

Ml 12.3223 12.4511 13.3383 12.9889 12.0977 12.0359 14.0406 11.4025

RIUGN Ml 11.2555 11.4030 10.7584 .10.7121 11.3363 11.3218 9.0200 11.4122

Ml 11.6022 12.9243 11.2383 10.9569 11.8156 12.0359 11.3672 11.9304
k
11KB Ml 11.2630 11.5591 11.1300 11.1266 11.3662 11.3640 11.0734 11.6380

Ml 12.3159 12.4508 13.3270 12.9117 12.0922 12.3236 14.0315 11.4000

KGRR 1 11.2474 11.4016 10.6700 10.6915 11.3327 11.3116 8.4308 11.4111

POP Ml 11.3054 11.2018 11.1134 10.8312 11.4580 11.6072 11.3139 11.1649

a. Signal-to-noise S/N =
p 22
I

1=1

b.
3

Ml = I (-n)2/ø2 averaged over 1000 experiments.
i=1

c.
3

Ml I (mo2/A1F(1unj)261)/a2 where = (o-V(o1))>0 averaged over 1000 experiments.
1=1

-

d. Ca/V = the coefficients of loss variation = (I (L 1-L .)2/n-1/(E
2

I.

i=1 ' 1=1



c, a3, a4, and a7. The other observation that could

be made is that kHKB RIDGN, and KGRR, all outperformed

kLW for the "unfavorable" models by a substantial margin,

making them a better alternative to use if ridge re-

gression is to be used at all for these kinds of

situations. The proposed method of estimating the

observed squared error loss for ridge estimators performed

well in predicting Ml for most of the models in table 10.

The Distribution of the Lawless-Wang Ridge Estimator

Consider the general linear regression model,

y = X + u where y is (n x 1) vector of n observation on

the variable to be explained, X is an (n x p) matrix with

full rank of n observation on p explantory variables,

is a (p x 1) vector of coefficients and u is a (n x 1)

vector of unobservable disturbances with the following

assumptions: u is distributed normally with

E(u) = 0 and E(uu') = cT2I. Following Hoerl and

Kennard (1970, a,b), Lawless and Wang (1976), and Hoerl,

Baldwin and Kennard (1976), it is assumed that X'X = A

where A = diag(X1,X2, . . . ,A) is a (p x p) diagonal matrix.

The ordinary ridge regression estimator is given by the

following:



1i1

= (Z'Z+kI)Z'y

= (A+kI)Z'y
A

= Ma where k is a scalar non-negative parameter,

a = (Z'Z)Z'y = AZ'y is the OLS estimate of a and
A

M = (A+kI)A such that for each a, m. 1
where X.

1 i 1

is the ith eigevalue of (X'X). The squared error loss

of ridge estimators, L(a*i), can be written as:

L (at) E(a*_a.)2=E(m.a._a.)2=E(m.a_2m.a.a.+a.)
1 1 1 11 1 11 111 1

2"2 A
2

= m.Ea.-2rn.a.Ea.+a.
1 1 11 1 1

222 22=m.(a.+cy/Aj-2m.a.+a.
1 1 1 11 1

22 22 2 2=m.a.+m.a/X.-2m.a.+a.11 1 1 11 1

22 2 2= m.G /X.+a.(1-2m.+m.)
1 1 1 1 1

22 22= m.G /X.+(1-m.) a.
1 1 1 1

= Variance(c)+(Bias(a))2.

Provided that k is nonstochastic, the above result

was written in Chapter I as
A A X.+ckE(a*_a

) ' (at-a ) = 1 i. 1 1 . Minimizing the just
1=1

2
(X.+k.)

1 1

indicated expression for the squared error loss with
2

respect to k yields the optimal k value, k,= Of

course, in a real situation both G and a are'unknown.

Different methods for the selection of the k value

have been discussed in Chapter I. In this chapter,

the Lawless-Wang ridge estimator, suggested by Lawless



and Wang (1976) will be referred to throughout this

section where, kLW is estimated by

= / .A. where is the OLS estimate of a2ii
1=1

which could be obtained from the residual squared error,

= (y-X) ' (y-X) where

,npl if observations are deviations from their

v corresponding means.

n-p Otherwise.

The properties of an unbiased estimators like OLS

are often expressed in terms of the expected value and

the variance of the estimates. The expected value of

an OLS estimate, , is its true value, E() = , since

by assumption the normally distributed u has E(u) = 0.

is an unbiased estimate of , and is distributed

2 , -1normally with mean and Var-Cov() = a CX X) which

could be written as

INN(, a2(X'X)1).

The OLS estimate, , is the best linear unbiased est-

imator, BLUE, = (X'X)X'y is independent from its

variance, a2(X'X), which makes it possible to test

hypotheses about the significance of the coefficients

of the general linear regression model, y = X+u, using

the standard t and F statistics.
A

Unlike the OLS estimates, a, the Lawless-Wang

ridge regression estimates, a*, given by



*
= (Z'Z+kI)Z'y where all the variables are as defined

in chapter I. The c, the ith ridge regression coeffi-

cient, c a. = m.a. is a biased estimator since
1 A.+k 1 ii

1

the expected value of is not equal to and MSE (cit)

V (c, but it is equal to the variance (at) plus some

bias squared component. As noted earlier, L(a') =

Information about the distribution of the Lawless-

Wang ridge estimator is given in tables 11-15 and Appen-

dix A. Before discussing the results in tables 11-15,

it should be noted that it was hypothesized that tests

of significance based upon the estimated squared error

loss might be possible, provided that the bias squared

component was not too large relative to the total loss.

That is, if the bias squared component of the observed

22squared error loss, (l_m) aj to the total squared

22 22error loss, m1 /A.+(l-m.) a1, is less than some speci-

fied percent, the Lawless-Wang ridge estimate, 4, is

distributed approximately normally, the same as the OLS

estimate, a. Thus, under the above stated conditions,

4 is expected to follow the normal distribution with

mean ma and squared error loss = mo2/x1+(l-m1)2a

The alternative hypothesis could be stated as Ha: the

distribution of c does not
1



follow the normal distribution when bias squared is

equal or less than the specified percent of the total

loss. Data for testing these hypotheses are collected

and presented in tables 11-15, and appendix A, tables

Al-A5. Test statistics: To test the aforementioned

hypotheses, the following statistical test is presented

in some detail. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test: The

Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test is a test of goodness of fit

between observed sample values and some specified

theoretical known distribution. This test has been

explained in detail by Sigel (1956) and is known to

be a more powerful test than the alternative test,

defined as follows:

n (S.-F.)2
x = where S. is the ith samolen-ld.f i -i=l F.

observation, F. is the ith theoreticaly expected

observation for all i = 1, 2, ..., n. Testing proce-

dures for the Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test, as outlined by

Sigel (1956), are summarized in the following steps:

1. The cumulative frequency distribution function

expected under the specified null hypothesis is comp-

letly constructed. The theoretical distribution assumed

here is the normal distribution, i.e., specify

F0(X) = P(X<x) for all x.

2. The cumulative frequency distribution function,

Sn = Pr(X<x) for the observed sample is arranged,



pairing each interval of S(X) with its equivalent

interval of F CX).
0

3. Calculate the D value which is defined as

follows:

D = maximum Fo(X)_Sn(X) , which is the maximum

absolute difference between the observed and the

theoretically specified frequency distributions.

4. From the table provided by Sigel (1956),

appendix 5, find the critical value of D for the

prespecified level of significance, say 5%.

5. Reject the null hypothesis, Ho, if the critical

value of D is less than or equal to the calculated D,

or, fail to reject Ho at the specified level of

significance.

Table 11 contains information about the dist-

ribution of as compared to the standard t distribution

for a very large number of observations (n=°) for the

same 8 models (a1a8) used earlier with A = (.1, 1 , 1.9)

and a2 = 4 The results in table 11 show that only

models and had the bias squared component B2, equal

or less than 10 percent of the total squared error loss,

L2, which could be specified as the null hypothesis to

be tested. All the other models had a B2/L2 ratio

greater than 10 percent. Models and , being the

most favorable models for ridge analysis, had D stat-

istics of 0.0507 and 0.0512, respectively, as compared



Fable 11. The cumulative distribution function of for the eight models (u1-a) with 1 (.1, L, 1.9), 2 = 4, (Bias)2

to total loss ratio (B2/L2) and the itandard L (hstribntIon with Ii =

Ilodels:

B2/L2'

(10.10,10)

.286

(15/'7.5"T.5)

.825

"1

q"il.5.15/7.5) .5/7.5,L5)

.130 .058

(12,l2/)

.612

I l2/2,12)

.365

(42,12,12)

.024

(16/22/22)

.920

1

distribution

0.000

0.000 .000 .028 0.000 .0013.002 .006 .023 .000

1it2$ .024 0.000 .056 .074 .001 .011 0.065 0.000 .0228

-2I -1 .085 0.004 .161 0.210 .019 .063 0.210 0.001 .1581

-11 <-.s3 .163 0.021 .242 0.313 .055 .140 0.344 0.003 .3085

.339 .131 .449 0.642 .213 .331 0.649 0.079 .6915

-.5<a1<13 .430 .249 .511 0.798 .327 .431 0.795 0.195 .8413

.637 .500 .722 0.928 .549 .627 .925 0.492 .9772

.788 .669 .868 0.947 .690 .759 .948 0.712 .9987

1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

a. B2/L2 is computed by (1-rn1)2 /(o2m/A1(1-rn1)2a) where m1 =

ii. The cumulative distribution of for the specified range, where $ is dofiiied by

= fmu2/11+(1-mI)2O1J5 and



to a tabulated value of D of 0.0520 at the one percent

level of significance. Therefore, the test indicates

that we fail to reject the null hypothesis, concluding

that in models and a4 are distributed approximately

normal with mean equal to m1c1 and squared error loss

of L, as defined earlier. Inspection of table 11 for

the other models indicate that the distribution of

was positively skewed with most of the observations

falling on the positive side of the distribution, unlike

the normal distribution which is symmetric about the

mean. This skewness of the distribution indicates

that has some unknown distribution differing from

the normal distribution.

In table 12, only models a..7, a4 and a3 had the

ratio of bias squared to total squared error loss

(B2/L2) less than 10 percent, which was chosen as the

hypothesized crucial percentage. The model a3 in table

11 has a B2/L2 ratio of 13 percent and B2/L2 in table

12 for the same model is 7 percent. Applying the

Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test to the data in table 12, cal-

culated D statistics for the models a7, a4 and a3 were

.0412, .0427 and .0515, respectively. These statistics

compared to the critical D value of 0.0520 for the one

percent level indicate that one would fail to reject

the null hypothesis that is distributed normally with

mean m1a1 and squared error loss given by



Pable 12. The cumulative distribution function of for the eight models, °1°8' with = 2, A = (.1, 1., 1.9), the

(Uias)2/total loss ratio and the standard t distribution with N =

t

Models; (lO.l0,JO)(15j'iT7ii) 15/) V/37.5,15) (l212,42) (12/12,12) V'17,12,12) (16j2) distribution

.167 .702 .070 .030 0.441 0.224 .012 .852 0.000

0.000 0.000 0.001 .007 0.000 0.000 .009 0.000 .0013

0.017 0.000 0.036 .021 0.001 0.007 .027 0.001 .0228

0.086 0.006 0.147 .116 0.021 0.074 .147 0.003 .1587

0.181 0.085 0.259 .305 0.079 0.185 .302 0.122 .3085

0.432 0.235 0.640 .689 0.324 0.435 .650 0.166 .6915

0.506 0.403 0.845 .847 0.482 0.512 .838 0.352 .8413

1<sc23 0.812 0.112 0.966 .979 0.141 0.798 .973 0.749 .9772

0.949 0.819 0.999 .993 0.892 0.934 .991 0.907 .9901

1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

A122 22
a. is computed by; (1_rn1) s/(u ni1/A1+(1-ni1)2tz) wheie, rn1

b. The cumulative distribution of for specified ranges, whore;

= (mo2/A1f(1-M1)2O1V5, and =



22 22[m1c /A1+(1-m1) a11.

The cumulative frequency distribution of in the

same 8 models presented earlier, with = 1, and

= (0.1, 1, 1.9) are shown in table 13. Models

CL4, cL3 and a1 had a bias squared to total squared loss

ratio less than the hypothesized crucial ratio of 10

percent. The D statistics (computed as the maximum

absolute difference between the observed frequency

distribution and the hypothesized theoretical t

distribution) for models a7, , a and a1 are, 0.0245,

0.0385, 0.0505 and .0517, respectively. The critical

tabulated Kolmogorov-Smirnov D statistics at the one

percent level is .0520, which indicates that one would

fail to reject the null hypothesis that c is distributed

approximately normal, with mean m11, and squared error

22 22loss [m1 /n1+(1-m1) CL1}. Note that using the same

test statistics one would reject the hypothesis that

in models with B2/L2<10% is distributed normal, since

by inspection of table 13 it is clear that the

distribution is positively skewed with almost no obser-

vations on the left side of the distributions in models

with B2/L2 = .75, and
2
with B2/L2 = .54. It should

be emphasized that when B2/L2 is relatively large, the

distribution of in table 13 indicates an extreme lack

of fit between the t distribution and the observed

distributions for models with very large bias squared



components.

The information in table 14 reveals that all the

models "favorable" to ridge analysis, namely, ct7, ,

a3,and o and even some of the "unfavorable" models,

namely,
6'

had B2/L2 values which are less than the

hypothesized value (B2/L2<l0%). The Kolmogorov-

Smirnov D statistics, calculated for models c7, c6,

c3,and c are 0.024, 0.0305, 0.0273, O.0513,and 0.0207,

respectively. Using the Kolmogrov-Smirnov D Test, one

would fail to reject the hypothesis that c was drawn

from an approximately normal distribution. Note that

as the B2/L2 ratio gets smaller, inspection of table 14

indicates an improved goodness of fit between the

distribution and the t distribution, and a worse fit

when B2/L2 increases, because more and more observations

are falling on the positive side of the distribution,

indicating a significant lack of fit between the

distribution and the standard t distribution, using

1,000 sample observations and with n tending to for

the t distribution.

Comparisons of the cumulative distribution function

of (for the same 8 models (a1-a8) given earlier) with

the standard t distribution, can again be made from the

information given in table 15. In all the models, ex-

cept the most "unfavorable" models and c had a

bias squared component to total loss ratio less than or



Table 13. The cumulative distribution function of u for the eight models, (u-a8) with 1, A (.1, 1., 1.9), the (Bias)2!

total loss ratio and the standard t distribution with N =

- __4. s=
t

Models: (10,10,10) (15j31.5j37.5) eJ7.5,l5j37.S) fr17.5f'37.5,l5) (12,12(u) (12(12.12) fii,l2,l2) (l6?22(22) distribution

82/L2 .091 .540 .036 .015 .283 .126 .006 .147 0.000

0.000 0.000 0.000 .000 0.000 .000 .001 .000 .0013

-3<i.-2 0.016 0.000 0.009 0.016 0.000 .003 .019 .000 .0228

0.107 0.070 0.111 0.133 0.022 .061 .140 .001 .1507

0.258 0.377 0.258 0.270 0.103 .199 .289 .004 .3085

-.5<a1<.53 0.640 .737 0.649 0.643 0.588 .659 .667 .285 .6915

-. 5<u< 0.788 .896 0.892 0.821 0.892 .866 .832 .574 .8413

l3<u1<23 0.951 .968 0.961 0.951 0.965 .913 .982 .929 .9772

23<u1<33 0.988 .982 0.970 0.982 0.977 .990 .999 .988 .9987

1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

a. 82/L2 is Computed by (1-u1)2u/(om/A1(1-m1)2n) where m1 =

b. The cumulative distribution of for specified ranges where;

3= Imo2/A1+(l-H1ô1V5 and Ô1 (u_V(n1))0.
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equal to the previously hypothesized 10 percent. The

Kolmogorov-Smirnov D statistics for models c, O3 O4l

25' a6,and O7 are 0.0310, 0.038, 0.0518, 0.028, 0.0420,

and 0.0510, respectively. The crucial tabulated D

statistic at the one percent confidence level is equal to

0.0520, which indicates that the distribution is not

significantly different from the normal distribution for

these models. It should be noted from table 15 that the

goodness of fit between the at distribution and the

theoretical t distribution improves as B2/L2 decreases.

Of course, at is equal to when B2/L2 = 0, and would

be distributed normally, the same as in this case.

The cumulative frequency distribution of in

models 1-a8 with X = (0.01, 1, 1.99) and a2 4,2,1,

0.5 and 0.25 are given in tables A1-A5 in appendix A.

The multicollinearity problem in tables Al-A5 is much

more severe than for the models in tables 11-15 since

VIF1 for the models in tables Al-A5 is approximately

equal to 100, compared to VIF1 of 10 for the same models

in tables 11-15. Table 16 summarizes the results of the

hypothesis testing from tables A1-A5 in appendix A,

again utilizing the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistical test-

ing procedure. It should be noted that in all the 8

models with X = (.01, 1, 1.99) and a2 = 4 and

2 had a biased squared to total squared loss ratio great-

er than ten percent, and that for these models the



Table 14. The cumulative distribution function of ci (or the eight models (o-n8), with
2 = .5. A = (.1. 1.. 1.9), the

(flias)2/total loss ratio and the standard t distribution with N

t

Models: (10,10,10) (1Sji.5j31.5) (' ,15137.5) (31.5i'31.5,15) (12,12'12) (l2'12,12) l2,12,12) (16(22(22) distribution

B?,L2a .048 0.370 .018 .008 .165 .061 .003 .590 0.000

33b o.000 0.000 .000 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.000 .0013

_36<_26 0.047 0.000 .072 0.049 0.013 0.027 0.069 0.000 .0228

0.138 0.095 .198 0.186 0.099 0.149 0.L82 0.001 .1581

0.316 0.145 .351 0.323 0.98 0.298 0.315 0.008 .3085

-.s3<-i<.53 0.678 0.524 .110 0.718 0.616 0.661 0.703 0.410 .6915

-. s3<<i 0.837 0.190 .039 0.845 0.833 0.812 0.821 0.816 .8413

0.992 0.990 .994 0.991 0.990 0.990 0.987 0.991 .9772

23<n1<33 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.998 1.000 0.999 0.999 1.000 .9987

1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

a. is computed by (1-s1)e/(a2in/A14(1-m1)2u) where m1

b. The cumulative distribution of for specified ranges, where

3 tmo2/A1-I(1-M1)21)5 and =

M
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Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test indicated that one would reject

the hypothesis that was distributed normally at the

one percent significance level. At = 1.0, only o,

the most "favorable" model for ridge analysis, had a

B2/L2 ratio less than the hypothesized percentage. The

calculated D statistics for model in table A3 is

0.040, indicating that one fails to reject the hypothesis

that is distributed approximately normal, with mean

and squared error loss, [ma2/X1+(l-m1)2c]. At

a2 = 0.5 only cx7 and had less than the ten

percent hypothesized crucial value, and these two models

had calculated D statistics of 0.022 and 0.043, resp-

ectively. Using the Kolmogrov-Smirnov statistical test,

one would fail to reject the null hypothesis for these

two models (c7 and o4) , concluding that was distri-

buted approximately normal. At a2 = 0.25, three models,

and a3, characterized by being the three most

"favorable" models for ridge analysis, had B2/L2 less

than ten percent. The calculated Kolmogorov-Smirnov

Test statistics for these three models are 0.042, 0.020,

and 0.028, respectively. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test

results indicate that one would also fail to reject the

null hypothesis for these three models at the one

percent level of significance.

Unlike the OLS estimates, it is very difficult to

make a general statement about the distribution of the



Table 15. The cumulative distribution function of o for the eicjht models with A (.1, L, 1.9), 2 .25, (bias)2!

total loss ratio and the t distribution with N =

a3 !7 t

flodels: (10,10,10) (15j3L5/) J_,15/l7.5) .5,15) (l21l2'i) (I2ji,l2) 42.12,12) (16?22() distribution

.024 .221 .009 .004 .089 .002 .035 .419 0.000

0.000 .000 0.000 .000 .000 0.000 0.000 .000 .0013

_3a1.z-23 0.043 .002 0.032 .029 .062 0.038 0.030 .000 .0220

0.108 .048 0.111 .181 .115 0.190 0.120 .001 .1581

-1+<ii<-.5$ 0.287 .196 0.296 .306 .257 0.299 0.298 .010 .3085

0.741 .692 0.106 .680 .743 .700 0.653 .678 .6915

0.893 .943 0.832 .836 .805 .839 0.890 .953 .8413

1<u1<23 0.942 .998 0.985 .919 .982 .980 0.939 1.000 .9772

2$<u1<3$ 1.000 1.000 0.999 1.000 .992 .998 1.000 1.000 .9987

1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

2 2 1i22 22
a. is computed by (1-rn1) n/(o m1/11+(1-m1) u ) where =

b. The cumulative distribution for for the specified ranqes. where;

3 = (rnu2/A1+(1-N1)2O1J5 and 6 =
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Lawless-Wang ridge estimate, a, because of the following

two facts:

1. The ridge estimates are biased estimates of

a since, as pointed out earlier, E(a) = ma1 which is

equal to c only when k = O(m1 = 1).

2. The ridge estimate c and its squared error

loss, L(a*), are not generally independent, contrary to

the OLS estimate, a, and its variance, V(a), which are

independent. The summary of the results of tables 11-15

and Al-A5 indicates that under some conditions a t'

statistic could be used, where

= m.a./(m?a2/X.+(l-m.)20)5 where all the variables

are as defined earlier. The previous results indicate

that t* is distributed approximately as t with v degrees

of freedom. However, such use of t requires that the

bias squared component to total squared loss, B2/L2,

defined as B2/L2 = (1-m1)2a/(ma2/X1+(l-m1)2a), is not

large, say, less than 10 percent. But this condition is

usually satisfied only if the coefficient a1 corresponding

to the smallest eigenvalue, X, is not too large relative

to the other true a. values. That is, the condition is
1

usually satisfied only for models generally "favorable"

for ridge analysis. It should be emphasized that the

above statement is only true for the Lawless-Wang ridge

estimators and for models where the ratio B2/L2 is equal

to or less than 10 percent. Generally speaking, ma1 is



Table 16. Summary of Tables Al-A5, showing the Kolrnogorov-Smlrnov calculated
22

I) statistics, bias squared to total squared loss, B /L , the critical

D value, and the decision about the stated hypothesis.

Models
2 2a

B /L
b

D statistics

1) value
at one percent

N = 1000
Decision about

110

(2 = 1) 0.055 0.040 0.0520 Fail to reject 110.

= .5) 0.028 0.022 0.0520

(2 = 5) 0.067 0.043 0.0520

(2 = .25 0.014 0.042 0.0520

(2 = .25) 0.035 0.020 0.0520

(2 = .25) 0.086 0.028 0.0520

22
(1-rn1) A1

a. B2!!.2 = --------- - where m1 =
2222

fm10 /A14 (1-rn1) u1j

b. Kolmoqorov-Smirnov 11 statistics I) = maxl(F0(X)-S5(X))I where F0(X) is the

cumulative distribution hypothesized and S(X) is the observed cumulative

dl stribition.
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not independent of L1(&), and t would not be distributed

as t with v degrees of freedom.

One final important problem that needs to be addressed

in this chapter is how well the researcher would be able to

predict the value of the ratio of the squared bias to the

total squared error loss, in order to decide whether or not

to use the suggested t statistic to test the significance

of the Lawless-Wang ridge coefficients. In light of the

results of tables (1-10), I propose that the ratio of the

squared bias to the total squared loss be estimated using

the sample data as follows:

Let estimated E2/L2 =
(1-rn. )20

1

(ma2/A. + (l-m.)2.)
1 1 1 1

where all the

variables are as defined earlier in this chapter. Table 17

contains information about the true B2/L2 ratio, the esti-

mated B2/L2 ratio, and the number of observations in 1000

experiments with an estimated B2/L2 ratio less than the

critical hypothesized ratio (10 percent) for the use of the

t statistic. (Recall that the t statistic ias only for

testing the significance of the Lawless-Wang ridge coef f-

icients.) Results for the same 8 models a8 analy-

zed earlier in this chapter, with A = (0.10, 1, 1.90) and

2 .

values at 0.25,0.50,1,2, and 4, are given in Table 17.

Reu1tE in Table 17 show that the proposed estimation

of the bias squared to total squared error loss ratio from



Table 17. The true na/i), the estimated 82/L2 and the number of observations with estimated fl2/L'1es than

10 percent for the 8 models (ai - a1) with A = (0.1,1,1.9) and o2 4,2,l..S,.2.

112

82,L2a 0.025 0.221 0.009 0.004 0.089 0.035 0.002 0.419
ci2'0.25 eat 82/L2b 0.024 0.224 0.009 0.004 0.088 0.034 0.002 0.414

oba. < 10%C 1000 000 1000 1000 721 1000 1000 000

0'/Lt 0.048 0.370 0.018 0.008 0.165 0.067 0.003 0.590
eat U/L 0.016 0.359 0.018 0.008 0.158 0.066 0.003 0.577

abs. < 10% 991 000 1000 1000 125 925 1000 000

02/L2 0.091 0.540 0.036 0.015 0.283 0.126 0.006 0.724
eat B'/L 0.084 0.509 0.036 0.015 0.260 0.119 0.001 0.115

obs. < 10% 762 000 931 999 68 384 1000 000

B2/L' 0.167 0.702 0.070 0.029 0.441 0.223 0.012 0.852
02..2.o eat fl2/L 0.142 0.627 0.068 0.0)0 0.361 0.197 0.018 0.799

obe. < 10% 321 11 127 921 113 230 951 6

82/L2 0.286 0.825 0.130 0.058 0.612 0.365 0.024 0.920
02.4.0 egt B2/L2 0.226 0.659 0.121 0.062 0.429 0.278 0.045 0.805

obs. < 10% 319 100 623 849 234 19! 833 62

22
a. (1-mi) a1

+ (1-m,)2o21

b. eatimated (1-mi)2t1

[mo2/A, + (1..rn)2Ô)

c. observations with eat. D'/L2 less than 10 percent.



the sample data performed very well in almost all the

cases. The average estimated B2/L2 ratio and the true

B2/L2 ratio were identical for four out of 8 models at

a2 = .25, indicating an excellent performance by the pro-

posed method for estimating B2/L2. Generally speaking,

the estimated B2/L2 and the true B2/L2 for all the 8

models in Table 17 differed from the true B2/L2 by only a

few percentage points, and this difference increased as a2

increased. However, this difference does not appear to

be important for practical purposes.

Another criterion, besides the closeness of the aver-

age estimated B2/L2 to the true B2/L2, is the number of

successes where success is defined as making the right de-

cision about whether or not to use t*. For a2 = 0.25 in

Table 17, decisions were 100 percent correct in all the

models except for model 5 where there would have been

only 721 correct decisions out of 1000 experiments to use

the t* statistic. This result occurred for 95 because the

true B2/L2 ratio was marginal in this case.

For a2 = 0.5, the decision about the use of the t*

statistic was 100 percent correct for models 2, 3, a4,

.7, and a8, and the success rate for models al, c5, and

6 were 99.1, 87.5, and 97.5 percent, respectively.

It can be observed from Table 17 that the success rate

for models Xl a8 at the larger values of a2 (a2 = 1, 2,

and 4) decreased compared to the results with a2 = 0.50 or



0.25. However, these performances are still very good con-

sidering the variation due to individual sample observa-

tions. It should be emphasized that the excellent perfor-

mance of the proposed method for estimating the ratio of

the bias squared to the total squared error loss of the

Lawless-Wang ridge coefficients is closely related to the

results of Tables 6-10 where the squared error loss from

the sample data were accurately estimated.

The observed 2/L2, the estimated B2/L2, and the

number of observations (out of 1000 experiments) with esti-

mated B2/L2 10 percent for models l - Gt8 with a2 values

of 0.25, 0.50, 1.0, 2.0 and 4.0 are shown in Table 18. At

the a2 value of 0.25, the estimates of bias squared to

total squared error loss were fairly good for all the

models. Except for the somewhat marginal cases of models

al and a3, the researcher would have been able to make

the correct decision about the use of the t* statistic

better than 75 percent of the time. The performance of

the proposed method was fairly accurate for models 7, a.4,

and 3 for a2 = 0.25 where the use of the t* statistic

would be expected, and for these three models the correct

decision rate was relatively high, ranging from about 68

to 92 percent.

It should also be noted that for a2 = 0.25 and at

relatively high B2/L2 ratios, the results of Table 18



Table 10. The true 0'/L. the eatimated 1I'/1.' and the number of obeervationg with eatimated 0'/t.' lena than

or equal to 10 percent for the elqht modele (a a,) with A (.01.1.1.9)

!tI
a

(10,10,10) (1S,/i1.5./3775) (/1,15./1T5) (/T73,/TT3,1S) (12.12,/fl) (12,/fl,12) (/IL12,12) (16,/i7,/)

0.2000 0.1941 .0851 .0345 .5305 .2641 .0143 .9250

o''O.25 eetD'/L.' 0.16S85 0.1014 .0846 .0315 .4285 .2202 .0239 .8134

obe. with fl'/L'
< 10% 392 33 619 012 133 248 919 10

B'/1.' 0.333 0.086 0.158 0.061 0.693 0.419 0.028 0.961

O7..O.5OeStB/Lt 0.231 0.692 0.145 0.016 0.471 0.309 0.059 0.031

oba. < lOt 326 140 51) 122 214 210 793 94

ft'/L' 0.500 0.939 0.273 0.125 0.819 0.590 0.055 0.980

o'-1.O eat 02/1.2 0.215 0.596 0.210 0.136 0.458 0.356 0.124 0.711

obe. < lOS 439 231 533 561 310 325 722 25]_
02/1.2 0.667 0.969 0.429 0.223 0.900 0.742 0.104 0.909

at B'/L' 0.298 0.410 0.262 0.205 0.405 0.462 0.202 0.557

obe. < 10% 519 502 561 556 443 439 515

02/1.2 0.000 0.904 0.600 0.364 0.948 0.052 0.189

_JO_
0.995

o'.4.0 eat B'/L' 0.416 0.491 0.392 0.258 0.458 0.466 0.258 0.549

oba. < 10% 544 490 569 573 524 487 583 445

a. o',t' (1-rn1)' u

6 (1-mi)uJ

(L!ns)'ôI3'/L'
i.-;:MT;;-;/l, + (L-rni)'61

c. number of obanryatlona with eat. I3/7 JO percent.

0
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indicate that there would have been a fairly low probabili-

ty of using the t statistic when it was inappropriate

since this error rate would have been only about .018 for

model a8 and about 0.033 for model a2, the two most un-

favorable models for ridge regression in these experiments.

At a2 = 0.50, the estimated 32/L2 also was relatively close

to the observed B2/L2; however, for model ct3 there was

about a 51 percent probability of making the wrong deci-

sion (to use t*) due to the fact that 3 had a marginal

value of B2/L2 of about 0.158. Except for the marginal

case of model a3, the proposed criteria performed fairly

well, based on the averages as well as based on individual

experiments. At a2 value of 1.0, the proposed method gave

an underestimate of the B2/L2 ratio for all the models,

except for models a7 and a4 where it tended to overesti-

mate B2/L2. As far as making the decision about the use

of the t* statistic based on the sample data,

the performance of the proposed method was fairly satisfac-

tory with rates of success ranging between 56 percent to

about 78 percent for all the models, except models a3 and

a4 which were two marginal cases. It should be noted that

the proposed method performed poorly for almost all the

models at a2 = 2 and 4 which may be attributed to the same

fact noted earlier from Tables 1-5, that is, the proposed

method has a tendency to overestimate the observed squared
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error loss Ml. Despite its limitations, namely, not per-

forming well in all the models in Table 18 with 2 values

of 2 and 4, the proposed method results were encouraging

for all the models in Table 17 and Table 18, except at the

two 2 values of 2 and 4. It should be noted that at o2 =

2, the variance of & in Table 18 is approximately equal to

= 2/.0l = 200 and atcT2= 4, v(cx1) is equal to 2/X1

= 4/.0l = 400, which indicates a very high degree of multi-

collinearity. It should also be mentioned that the proba-

bility that one would be making the correct decision about

the use of t statistic is greater than 0.50 for all the

'favorable' models in Table 18 at c2 = 2 and G2 = 4
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IV. APPLICATION TO AN EMPIRICAL ECONOMIC MODEL

Nature of Economic Data

Unfortunately, good economic data from primary sources

are seldom available. Instead, economists must often turn

to secondary data sources, such as the U.S. Census of Agri-

culture and economic and business survey reports. These are

almost always available only on an aggregate basis, such as

by counties and states, and one has to use these data in

spite of the fact that the aggregation may result in loss of

information and cause multicollinearity problems. To solve

such multicollinearity problems, it would be better to re-

turn to the original data whenever possible. When such a

return is not possible or practical, different techniques to

cope with multicollinearity have been suggested and tested

via simulations, as in the preceding chapter.

The main objective of this chapter is to apply some of

the results of the previous chapter to demonstrate their

usefulness in coping with a practical economic problem.

Estimating the Marginal Value Productivity

of Irrigation Water

Economists and others are interested in the concept of

the marginal value productivity of economic resources on

efficiency grounds, as well as other reasons. Since the
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water resource used in agriculture is a very important eco-

nomic variable from the regional as well as the national in-

terest, numerous attempts have been made to arrive at a value

for water used in irrigated agriculture. The marginal value

productivity, MVP, for a factor of production, x1, is defined

by first partial derivative of the total value product func-

tion, y, with respect to x1. That is,

MVP = for i = 1,2 ..... ,p.x. x.
1 1

When the total value product function is from a Cobb-

Douglas production function, the estimated coefficients are

a direct measure of the product elasticities, and the esti-

mated marginal value productivity of is simply given by

YMVP = (). for 1 = 1,2 ..... 'p.
i i

The importance of obtaining a reliable estimate of motiva-

ted the discussion in this chapter.

The pioneering work by Ruttan (1965) will be discussed

in this chapter from the viewpoint of the empirical estima-

tion problem involved and the possible improvement in these

estimates by the use of ridge regression analysis. Ruttan

used U.S. Census agricultural data as the main source of data

in his formulation.
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The Model

A production function model with six important explana-

tory variables was originally formulated. In functional

form the model was:

Y = f(x, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6) 4.1)

where Y denotes the total value of all farm products sold;

x1 is the number of units of family and hired labor;

x2 is the number of tractors on the farm;

is value of livestock investment in the farm;

is acres of irrigated cropland;

x5 is acres of non-irrigated cropland; and

x6 is the annual amount of current operating
expenses.

The Cobb-Douglas production function was fitted to the

model. Means, OLS estimates, standard deviations, and t-

values are presented in Table 19.

Multicollinearity in the model:

Inspection of the correlation matrix given in Table 20

reveals that some multicollinearity is present in the model.

For instance, the simple correlation coefficient for x11 and

1*
x. indicates the natural logarithm of x.

1



Table 19. Estimated values for regression of county values of all farm products sold as a
Cobb-Douglas function of inputs, OLS estimates for 25 Central Pacific counties,
1954

xl x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 Y

Means 4.03550944 3.589889 7.0501228 5.249523 3.168056 7.0311667 7.7910822

Betas 0.26250 -.0754 0.02470 0.3892 0.0222 0.41120
(OLS)

Std. 0ev. 0.2093

t-values 1.25413

0.3355 0.1587 0.1354 0.0129 0.1193

-.224758 0.155847 2.87553 1.72522 3.44745

x1 = number of family and hired workers

= number of tractors

x3 = value of livestock investment

= acres of irrigated cropland

x5 = acres of non-irrigated cropland

x6 = current operating expenses

Y = farm products sold

R2 = 0.925



is r12 = .9299. Similarly, r16 = .8188 and r13 = .7624,

which may indicate some degree of collinearity between x1 and

the remaining variables in the model. Also, from Table 20

x is highly correlated with at least some of the variables

in the model since

r23 = 0.8048

r24 = 0.7685 and

r25 = 0.8043.

The main diagonal elements of the inverted correlation

matrix (which are good measures of the location and degree

of multicollinearity) were as follows:

Variable Variance Inflation Factor (VIF)

11.2

18.9

5.2

x 5.2

x 2.0

x6 5.5

The preceding VIF show exactly how much the variances

of the regression coefficients for each variable have been

increased because of multicollinearity. For example, the

variance of the coefficient for x is 11.2 times larger



Table 20. Simple correlation coefficient and eigenvalues for regression of county values
of all farm products sold as a Cobb-Douglas function of inputs

xl x2 x3 x4 x5 x6
Y

x1
1.00000000 0.929918569 0.762442321 0.59685312 -.293808879 0.811853556 0.857723175

x2 1.00000000 0.804854828 0.768523668 -.343767007 0.804250815 0.895857998

1.0000000 0.652256285 -.394812482 0.849321658 0.834051825

x4 1.00000000 -.598540061 0.507591052 0.714936

x5 1.00000000 -.170285996 -.251882809

1.00000000 0.896652600

1.00000000

Eigenvalues: .03248987 .10684128 .26112004 .35373836 1.03665134 4.2091592

6

(1/A.) = 47.99360
i=1

1

6

A. = 5.999987
1

i=l

Q
'.0
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than it would have been if x2 were uncorrelated with x, x,

x, x, and x.

These diagonal elements show that x2 is the most likely

to be affected by multicollinearity and x1 is in the second

place. x and x were highly correlated with the other

variables since

1,3,4,5,6 1 - (1/18.9) = .9470,

if were regressed on the other explanatory variables.

Similarly,

2,3,4,5,6 -1-(1/ll.2) = .9107.

Multicollinearity, causing a real difficulty in separating

the effect of x1 (family and hired farm labor) from that of

(number of tractors on the farm) on the value of farm

products sold, leads to some serious problems in the model

when ordinary least square is fitted. Some of the problems

are:

l.
2'

the marginal productivity of tractors, took an

unexplainable negative sign (-. 075) . Economists

usually attach considerable importance to the esti-

mated coefficients, and do not consider them as just

numbers. The interpretation of the negative sign

for the coefficient x2 (number of tractors) has some
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implications that violate some economic assumptions,

namely, that if is negative, then the VMP =
2

< 0 for all nonnegative value of x2 and Y.
2

A negative VMP would violate the important assurnp-

tion that producers are rational and wish to maxi-

mize profit. Thus, they would not knowingly commit

resources to the production process when the value

of marginal product was negative. For that reason,

it was impossible for Ruttan to retain x2 in the

final model because of the wrong sign obtained for

2'
although the importance of x2 is justifiable by

economic theory.

2. Four out of six explanatory variables in the model,

namely x, x, x, and x were not statistically

significant at the 5 percent probability level,

which is a theoretically unexpected result.

3. only x and x were statistically significant at the

5 percent probability level.

To avoid such serious problems as the preceding, econo-

mic researchers have employed the practice of deleting vari-

ables that were highly affected by multicollinearity, and

only a subset of the explanatory variables have been used

in the formulation of the final model. However, as explained
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earlier in Chapter I, deletion of relevant variables can

cause a serious omitted-variable specification bias.

To avoid omitted-variable specification bias, the use

of biased linear estimation of the full model has become

more popular during the last 10 years, following the pioneer-

ing articles by Hoerl and Kennard in 1970.

In this section the technique of ridge type estimators

will be given and some of the results of the Monte Carlo

simulation will be applied to compare the use of ridge esti-

mators versus the normal practice of using OLS.

RIDGE REGRESSION ?NALYSIS

Three ridge regression estimators:

The following three ridge estimators used in the Monte

Carlo experiments were used to estimate the Model 1 pre-

sented earlier, equation (4.1)

1. kLW Lawless-wang ridge type estimator; the k value

for this sample was calculated as

6 ,
2 "2

kLw = pc / I X.c = pe /' (X'X) = .0267ii

The k value for this estimator may be obtained using a

values from the orthogonalized model
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y = Z + U, = A1Z'Y

as discussed in Chapter II.

Or, equivalently, using the standardized estimates

presented in Table 1, can be used, as shown above.

2. kHKB estimator: following Hoerl, Baldwin and

Kennard, the k value for this estimator is calcu-

lated by

2 62
kHKB = pa /E

i=l

Or, equivalently,

k = pa2 / = .045.

Similarly, cz from the orthogonalized model or the stan-

dardized coefficients can be used.

3. KGRR, the generalized ridge estimator, presented by

Lawless (1978) was used, the k values for the esti-

mator were calculated by

k.
2/2

( = l,2,...,6)

An IMSL Routin Program-EIGRS available at OSU Computer

Center was used to calculate the eigenvalues and the eigen-

vectors of the model, then a program written for a Tl-59

programmable calculator was used to do the analysis. The
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results of ridge regression analysis are presented in Table

21.

Regression results from OLS:

OLS regression results of the model as shown in Table 3,

as noted earlier, were the following:

1. Except for variables x4 and x6, no variables were

statistically significant at the 5 percent probabili-

ty level.

2. 2,the coefficient of the number of tractors in the

farm took an illogical negative value of (-.0754)

3. The overall goodness of fit of the model, measured

by R2, is supposedly good since R2 = .925.

Linear restriction on OLS coefficients:

To alleviate the problem caused by multicollinearity

when the OLS procedure was used to obtain estimates of the

coefficients for model (4.1) , some economists have suggested

the use of linear restrictions on the coefficients (Johnston,

1972) . A common restriction for the Cobb-Douglass production

function is that all the coefficients should sum to unity.

The constrained OLS problem becomes

Minimize (Y - x ' (Y - x subject to the constraint
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6

that E = 1.
1

i=l

The results in Table 21 indicate clearly that this tech-

nique suffers from the same problem as the unconstrained OLS

due to the following facts:

(1) the coefficient of the number of tractors van-

able took an even bigger negative unexpected sign,

which has rather serious implications, as mentioned

earlier.

(2) , the coefficient for the value of livestock in-

vestment becomes very small (24.7 times smaller than

its value obtained by unrestricted OLS)

(3) No significant improvement in the precision of OLS

estimates was realized by this method of linear re-

stniction.

Ridge regression results:

In contrast to OLS, all three ridge estimators appear

to be very effective in coping with the problem of multicol-

linearity since, as shown in Table 21, they all have esti-

mated L1() less than the variance of OLS. , the coeff i-

cient of the number of tractors in the farm, for all three

ridge regressions took the expected positive sign:
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Table 21. Estimates of the coefficients, square root of the squared
error loss, L ,a and the B2/L2 ratio for the OLS, the linearly
restricted 0L, and the ridge regression estimators: kLw, k
and KGRR for regression of county values of all farm
products as a Cobb-Douglas function of inputs.

K=0 , K=
K=0 OLS with lin- Pc2/Ec.X. Po/Ec.2 K.= o2/a.2
OLS ear restric- kLw

1 1 1
KGRR

1

tions

0.2625 0.2684 0.1973 0.1836 0.2035

0.2093 0.2091 0.1943 0.1495 0.1719
B2/L2 0.0000 0.0000 ocoob o.0000b

-0.0754 -0.1039 0.0702 0.1133 0.0793

L1 0.3355 0.3250 0.1698 0.1681 0.1692

B2/L2 0.0000 0.0000 0.1400 0.3220 0.1663

0.0247 0.0010 0.0628 0.0815 0.0669
L1 0.1587 0.1418 0.1147 0.1091 0.0964

B21'L2 o.0000 0.0000 0.0100 0.0340 0.0199

0.3892 0.3864 0.3216 0.2976 0.2767
0.1354 0.1354 0.1147 0.1092 0.0622

B2/L2 0.0000 0.0000 0.0123 0.0030 0.1219

0.0222 0.0200 0.0194 0.0184 0.0132

L1 0.0129 0.0112 0.0062 0.0061 0.0060
B2/L2 0.0000 0.0000 0.0060 0.0180 0.0770

0.4112 0.4281 0.4336 0.3447 0.3686
0.1193 0.1080 0.0313 0.0313 0.0313

B2/L2 0.0000 0.0000 0.0080 0.0230 0.0050

a"L1 was computed by L = [m.2/X. + (1-rn.)2 (&.2_ v
1 1 1 1 1

(c)) o]"
b
was set to zero since (a 2 V(a )) is negative and is set to zero.

i i
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(KLW) = 0.0702

;(kH) = 0.1133

= 0.0793

The results in Table 21 also showed that the three ridge

estimators' performance was very close in terms of estimated

squared error.

Another interesting result in Table 21 is that B2/L2

(the ratio of estimated bias squared to the estimated total

loss) for kLW and kB were (except for within the range

at which the simulution results showed c to follow the

normal distribution, indicating that for all these kLW co-

efficients, except for
2'

it might be feasible to test the

hypothesis about the significance of the coefficients using

* "* 2 " .5
t =

The evaluation of the Lawless-Wang ridge estimates in Table

21 can be done by testing the hypothesis that the ridge esti-

mates are lower in weak MSE following Wallace (1971) . Corn-

put in g

(SSE( ) - SSE())
6cr2

Where SSE ( ) is the error sum of squares for the Lawless-

Wang ridge estimates, SSE( ) is the error sum of squares for
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the OLS estimates, is the OLS estimate of the variance,

and u - 0.2597 with six and eighteen degrees of freedom.

This value of u, however, is not significant even for cen-

tral F. Thus the u test indicated that the reduction in R2

from the use of the Lawless-Wang ridge regression is not sig-

nificant, and the problem is not unsuited for ridge regres-

sion analysis.

In general, a significant improvement over OLS appeared

to be realized by the use of these three ridge estimators.

When orthogonalization of the model is not possible due to

lack of computational facilities, the analysis showed that

one can obtain the same estimate of L using the non-

orthogonalized data:

Let A (X'X+kI) where (X'X) is the correlation matrix,

* 5 2L = [V(.)] + (-kal.)
li :1- -1 i.

where a! is the ith row of A and

=

r

- V(1))0

L
V(p))0J

This method enables one to compute the (bias) 2
components of

L1( ) using only standardized values and their variances.
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V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

When inulticollinearity is severe, the ordinary least

square (OLS) estimate, although the best linear unbiased

estimate (BLUE), may be unreliable and imprecise because

of the greatly inflated variances. Under these circurn-

stances, the individual coefficients may be statistically

insignificant and even take the wrong signs, even though

the overall regression measured by R2 may be highly sig-

nificant. Since multicollinearity itself is a data problem

related to the underlying experimental design, the first

logical solution to the problem is to attempt to acquire

more observations, or to disaggregate the data, or to focus

on obtaining better model specification. In some cases

redefinition of the variables or the use of prior inf or-

mation about the values of the coefficients, can improve OLS

estimation and partially remove the effect of multicoll-

inearity. When these solutions are not possible, variable

deletion has been a common practice to solve the problem

of multicollinearity, which may not be too bad a practice

when the omitted variable specification bias is not too

large. But if the specification bias is large, variable

deletion could be a very poor practice for reducing the

degree of multicollinearity. One alternative to variable
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deletion is the use of biased linear estimators. If the

added bias is more than offset by the reduction in var-

iance, biased linear estimation could give better estimates

of the coefficients.

Ridge regression is a method of biased linear est-

imation and was found to be more effective than OLS in the

Monte Carlo experiments of this thesis under a wide range

of regression situations. Four applied ridge estimators

were compared in the Monte Carlo simulations, namely,

RIDGN, kHKB, and KGRR. It was shown in Chapter III of

this thesis that the ridge regression estimators outper-

formed OLS significantly for the situations where there was

a relatively high degree of multicollinearity and where

the smallest true coefficients corresponded to the smallest

eigenvalues of (X'X).

A comparison via the Monte Carlo experiments in Chapter

III indicated that the Lawless-Wang ordinary ridge esti-

mator tended to be more accurate and more stable in per-

formance than the other ridge estimators, as measured by

the observed squared error loss over a wide range of situa-

tions. The performance of the other ridge estimators com-

pared were more volatile, depending on the degree of multi-

collinearity and the individual models.

Perhaps the most cited serious limitation of the use of

biased linear estimators for empirical problems has been

the inability to assess the reliability of these estimates.

Prior information about the coefficients to be estimated
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(relative sizes, variances, etc.) offers some basis for the

evaluation of the expected quality of the ridge estimates.

However, such information may not be available and dif f-

icult to obtain. A technique for estimating observed

squared error loss was proposed in Chapter I:

1
L

p 22
(c*) = E (m.a /X.+(l-m )'O) where rn , e is the

., 1 1
1.L 1

proposed method of estimating c defined by

0 = (cV(&) )>O, and is the ith eigenvalue of (X'X).

Results of the Monte Carlo experiments in Chapter III

indicated that the proposed method of estimating the

squared error loss appeared to be fairly accurate for the

Lawless-Wang ridge estimator for models with relatively

high multicollinearity, despite some tendency toward over-

estimation. However, the proposed method usually gave

excellent estimates of the observed squared error loss for

models with relatively lower multicollinearity.

On the other hand, the results of Chapter III mdi-

cated that he proposed method of estimating squared error

loss did not appear to be a suitable measure for estimating

the squared error loss for the other ridge estimates (RIDGN,

and KGRR) due to the fact that it consistently under-

estimated the loss. This underestimation could be danger-

ously misleading to the researcher who usually depends on

the analysis of the sample data for measures of reliabili-

ty, such as variance, t tests, etc. The results in Chapter
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III of this thesis also revealed that when the regression

conditions are 'favorable', namely that the ratio of the

estimated bias squared to the total squared error loss is

small (less than 10 percent), the ridge coefficient ob-

tained by the Lawless-Wang estimator appeared to be distri-

buted approximately normal.
A

m. a.fined by 1 1

If so, the t statistic de-

could be used to test

22 2 .5
[m. /X.+(l-m.) °'

hypotheses about the significance of the ridge coefficient

as discussed in Chapter III. It should be emphasized,

however, that the t* statistic should not be used for the

Lawless-Wang estimator if the ratio of estimated bias

squared to the total squared error loss is more than 10

percent. (If the ratio was more than 10 percent, the t*

statistic departed from the normal distribution, due to

the lack of independence between a and the estimated loss,

2"

L1(a) .)

The results of Chapter III also indicated that the

use of the t* statistic is possible in empirical research

by the use of the estimated
2 2B/L 11

[ma2/A.+ (l_m) 2e.]

where all the variables are as defined earlier. For

models with relatively low multicollinearity, the pro-

posed method gave an excellent performance for all the

models with a probability of making the correct decision

of greater than 0.80. However, this probability is only
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greater than 0.50 for models with relatively high multi

collinearity and a2 value greater than one.
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Appendix A



Table Al. The cumulative frequency distribution of estimate, for the B models (u1-c*8), with A = (.01. 1, 1.99).

= 4 and the theoretical t distribution (N =

(.15 B t

(10,10,10) (1537 5131 5) 4'3751537S)("75375l5) 12 12l2)

B2/I.2a .800 .984 .600 .364 .948 .952 .189 .995 0.000

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 .0013

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 .0228

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.000 .l8l

-i+<r*1<-.53
0.000 0.000 0.003 0.057 0.000 0.000 0.182 0.000 .3085

-.5<n.5' 0.166 0.049 0.230 0.114 0.089 0.149 0.363 0.020 .6915

.s3<<i3 0.229 0.184 0.280 0.391 0.208 0.243 0.506 0.172 .8413

1<26 0.314 0.331 0.417 0.620 0.315 0.328 0.794 0.431 .9712

23<a1<33 0.399 0.315 0.614 0.821 0.349 0.395 0.960 0.490 .9987

fIt1+
1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

22
a. Rias squared to tQtal squared loss, 02/L2

(1-rn1) i
- where: m

Ii

Ima2/A1+(1-m1)2aJ

b. The cumulative distribution of for some specified ranges where,

= (m1e,'A14(1-M1)0.I and 01 = (u-V(t))0.

t'J



Table A2. The cumulative frequency distribution of estimate, o, for the 8 models (q1-8), with A = (.01, 1, 1.99),

2. and the theoretical t distribution ( N

t

______-_(1O,10,lO)(15p"37.5137.5)__('7.5,15j31.5) ('17.5(37.5,l5)(12,l242) (12{i!12) 'JT,l2,12) (l6jL22) distribution

.667 .969 .429 .223 .900 .742 0.104 .990 0.000

0.000 0.000 0.000 .000 .000 .000 0.000 0.000 .0013

_33<a<_23 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 .000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.0228

0.000 0.000 0.013 o.oso .000 0.000 0.040 0.000 .1587

0.000 0.000 0.026 0.206 .000 0.000 0.382 0.000 .3085

0.230 0.083 0.309 0.458 .145 0.217 0.597 0.052 .6915

0.311 0.279 0.440 0.681 .278 0.342 0.836 0.251 .8413

l+<ui<26 0.413 0.429 0.143 0.822 .394 0.445 0.953 0.456 .9772

23<u33 0.752 0.484 0.970 1.000 .446 0.656 1.000 0.518 .9987

1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

22
a. Bias squared to total squared loss, 02/L2

(1m1) _______ where; m 1irE
(ma2/A

1t (1-rn1)
221

b. The cumulative distribution of for some specified ranges, where,

=
(ma2/A13(l-m1)21r5

and =

I-'

OD



Table 13. The cumulative frequency distribution of estimate, Ut, for the 8 models (aa8) with A (.01, 1, 1.99),

= 1 and the theoretical t distribution (N =

(10,10,10) (1531.5'37.5) t'37.5,15'31.5) f'37.5,'31.5,15) (12,12112)__(12111,12) (IT.12,12) (16/2/22) distribution

02,,12a .939 .213 .125 .819 .590 .055 .980 0.000

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 .001

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.016 0.000 0.000 0.021 0.000 .0228

.005 0.000 0.110 0.156 0.000 0.000 0.192 0.000 .1581

_1<tIi<-. 53 .101 0.000 0.265 0.298 0.000 0.000 0.269 0.000 .3085

-.<u<.53 .338 0.167 0.560 0.544 0.242 0.315 0.660 .120 .6915

-.5<ri1<l3
.738 0.415 0.850 0.792 0.118 0.693 0.864 .412 .8413

JrI<oi<23
.992 0.583 0.954 0.967 0.568 0.868 0.990 .639 .9712

.996 0.652 1.000 1.000 0.796 0.960 1.000 .704 .9987

1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

2 2

22
(1-rn1) " At

-

a. I3ias squared to total squared loss, 0 /L = ------------------- where rn1 =

22 22
(m10 /A1+(1-m1) a1)

1

b. The cumulative distribution of at for some specified ranges, where,

3 = Imo2/A11-(1-M1)21J5
and

i

H'
NJ



Table !4. The cumulative frequency distribution of 't for the 8 models (n1-c18) with A = (.01, 1. 1.99), = 0.5 and the

theoretical t distribution (N

(13
5 t

(10,10,10) (l5')7.S(i5) (12(12,12)__)'1L12,12)__(l6jj22) distribution

02/L2a .333 .886 .158 .067 .693 .419 .028 .961 0.000

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 .0013

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.019 0.000 0.007 0.000 0.000 .0228

0.000 0.000 0.174 0.142 0.000 .014 0.148 0.000 .1587

.024 0.000 0.228 0.265 0.000 .036 0.324 0.000 .3085

-.53<.53 .515 0.309 0.609 0.661 0.387 .495 0.700 0.253 .6915

.849 0.749 0.851 0.864 0.818 .741 0.863 0.770 .8413

1<u<2 .954 .800 0.981 0.994 .094 .974 0.997 0.975 .9772

23<cli<33 .905 .915 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.995 .9987

1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1 000

22
(1-rn1)

Ii
a. Bias squared to total squared loss,

2 2
B /1, = - where in =

22 22
(m10 /X+ (1-rn1)

A-k
1

b. The cumulative frequency distribution of i, for some specified ranges, where

3 = fmo2/X1+(1-Ml)21l1I5 and =

I-.

(-J



Table AS. The cumulative frequency distribution of.f for the 8 models (o-110) with = (.01. 1. 199) a2 = 0.25 and the

theoretical t distribution (N

(10,10,10) (151'37.Si'31.5)__('31.5,1531.5) t31.5'.37.5.15) (12,l2'12) (12'12,l2)__("12,12,12) (16'22'22) distributzon

82112a .200 .795 .086 .035 .531 .265 .014 .925 0.000

(i)33 0.000 .000 .000 .001 .000 .000 .000 .000 .0013

-3n1<--2 0.000 .000 .011 .024 .000 .000 .010 .000 .0226

0.034 .000 .166 .164 .000 .032 .123 .000 .3587

.354 .000 .316 .318 .000 .241 .266 .000 .3085

.689 .511 .693 .683 .590 .679 .689 .503 .6915

.925 .831 .861 .060 .054 .906 .848 .819 .8413

.998 .911 .956 .961 .986 1.000 .9S7 .973 .9712

2<1<3j 1.000 1.000 1.000 .999 .999 1.000 1.000 .993 .9987

1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

a. 82/i.2 is computed as 02/L2 =

(mcj2/i1-I- (1-m1)2c,)

11
wherei

b. The cumulative frequency distribution of for some spc1Fied ranges where,

22
= Im1a /11-'(1-111)201V5 and

(-'J

I-.




